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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over the last two decades, Social Stock Exchanges (SSEs) have evolved as a potential
funding mechanism for non-profit organisations and for-profit social enterprises. The
SSEs instituted to date have functioned across the spectrum of impact funding, from
simple grants to innovative finance to impact investment.
As India, the world’s largest democracy, gears up to construct an SSE customized to
the needs of the Indian organisational ecosystem, a comprehensive analysis of the experiences, structures, and learnings from SSEs across the world can aid civil society,
policymakers and the private sector in their endeavour to create a more enabling environment for social organisations.
SSEs across the world have been established to direct resources and capital towards
social organisations. However, their structure and design have differed depending on
the maturity level of financial and philanthropic ecosystems, the participation of the
corporate sector in social and environmental development, and the government’s role
in regulating the social sector.
This report reviews seven SSEs in Brazil, Portugal, South Africa, Jamaica, the UK, Singapore and Canada, providing general takeaways (outlined below) as well as detailed
appendix analyses. Based on these findings, the report analyses the SSE recommendations proposed by India’s SSE Working Group and provides some additional suggestions.

Key Findings from SSEs Across the World
DOMESTIC REGULATIONS AND TAXATION LAWS PLAY A KEY ROLE IN INFLUENCING
SSE STRUCTURE

Some countries provide legal recognition to social enterprises to facilitate their listing
and ensure that such organisations generate financial as well as socio-environmental
returns. Others allow non-profits to earn revenue, in addition to receiving donations,
enabling them to float debt instruments. Some countries have specific mechanisms on
stock exchanges that allow unlisted securities to be traded or provide exemptions from
full disclosure and sale requirements.
MOST SSEs INCLUDE BOTH FOR-PROFIT AND NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS

Developed countries with mature financial and capital markets have used SSEs to
strengthen impact investing spaces for revenue-earning non-profits and for-profit entities, while developing countries have tried to be more inclusive of non-profits. The
SSE structure may favour organisations not necessarily based on their quality or efficiency, but on their size, ability to speak the language of the markets, or employ English-speaking talent from the private sector, in lieu of smaller, local and/or grassroots
organisations. All SSEs offer a variety of capacity-building services to social organisa-
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tions, ranging from basic support to meet the eligibility criteria and monitoring and
reporting assistance, to customized services such as business consulting.
SSEs FOCUS ON CERTAIN VISIBLE, THEMATIC AREAS

While SSEs are generally cause-agnostic, they are likely to perpetuate funding imbalances towards thematic areas that are more visible and lend themselves to revenue
streams. A review of 123 projects listed on six SSEs showed that environment projects
were the most popular (25% of all projects), likely because of the dominance of social
businesses in sectors such as clean technology. These were followed by projects focused
on livelihood, healthcare, and people with disabilities. Mental health, gender-based violence, care of the elderly, and policy-advocacy projects were less common. Most SSEs
prioritize project financing over raising core funds to help set and scale organisational
processes and systems.
WHILE SSEs ALLOW DIFFERENT TYPES OF DONORS/INVESTORS, INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS ARE MORE COMMON

All existing SSEs allow both retail (individuals with one-off and smaller donations) as
well as institutional investors (foundations or high-net-worth individuals with regular
and larger donations). However, opportunities for retail investors are limited because
of regulatory restrictions, lack of suitable products that balance risk and returns, and
the high cost of servicing them. Most SSEs also place significant emphasis on investor/
donor education to create demand for their services and sensitize stakeholders to the
requirements and nuances of funding social organisations.
SSEs HAVE STRONG MEASURING AND REPORTING METRICS BUT DO NOT ALWAYS
CAPTURE IMPACT

All SSEs require impact measurement and reporting from social organisations pre- and
post-listing, but reflect the challenges faced by the social sector in developing robust,
contextualized outcome metrics and templates. Output indicators, such as coverage
in terms of the number of people impacted, are the most commonly reported metrics.
Some SSEs require mandatory third-party verification of reported impact. Most SSEs
measure their own impact based on the number of projects and thematic areas they
have supported along with the amount of funds raised. Very few SSEs are able to capture wider changes to the social organisation ecosystem, including the enabling, standardizing policies and lower transaction costs they claim to catalyse.
SSEs FACE CHALLENGES OF SUSTAINABILITY AND SCALE

Of the eight SSEs considered in the study, three are active (Canada, Jamaica, Singapore),
one (India) is proposed and four (Brazil, Portugal, South Africa, UK) are no longer in operation. Social stock exchanges’ ability to cover their costs, as well as the experimental
nature of early SSEs, were highlighted as relevant factors in SSE sustainability. Seven SSEs received philanthropic funding to conceptualize and kickstart operations, but
this was often insufficient to finance operating costs as SSEs did not generate enough
income through their fee structure, due to lack of scale and demand for their services.
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SSEs HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO PLAY A ROLE IN BUILDING THE SOCIAL SECTOR

Most SSEs have played a role in strengthening social sectors in their respective countries
through the introduction of standardized impact reporting and benchmarks, prompting policy changes to empower the sector, encouraging transparency and building trust
among various stakeholders such as the government, social organisations, businesses
and the public. However, this role has been limited by the relatively small reach and
duration of many SSEs.

India’s Proposed SSE
India’s proposed SSE is still in development. The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) first constituted a Working Group (WG) in 2020 and then a Technical Group
in 2021, with representation from civil society, to develop the framework for SSE. Our
report applies findings from the comparative study of SSEs to SEBI’s proposals, with
the following conclusions:
WG PROPOSAL: HOUSE THE SSE UNDER AN EXISTING STOCK EXCHANGE, REGULATED
BY SEBI

Analysis:
•

Linkage with an existing stock exchange will likely benefit the SSE by providing it with access to infrastructure, processes and knowledge capital, as
well as credibility and an investor pool.

•

However, it is critical for a conventional stock exchange to possess the willingness and ability to create mechanisms that recognize SSE’s social purpose, as well as a nuanced understanding of risks and returns in the social
sector.

•

Participative decision-making should be undertaken by a body representative of all stakeholders, with significant representation from civil society
and diverse social organisations.

•

A sustainable revenue model should be designed early in the process, considering a mix of fees, philanthropic seed funding, and government funding.

WG PROPOSAL: ALLOW BOTH FOR-PROFITS AND NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS TO LIST

Analysis:
•

A key expectation from the SSE that differentiates it from other platforms
is that of ‘scale’ – being able to reach a significant proportion of non-profits
and social enterprises.

•

In order to achieve scale, India’s SSE should consider entry criteria for listing
that allows a wide base of social organisations to participate, rather than favouring only certain types and sizes of social organisations.
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WG PROPOSAL: NO LEGAL DEFINITION FOR SOCIAL ENTERPRISES

Analysis:
•

This approach is intended to provide flexibility to an organisation to pursue
socio-environmental objectives, regardless of legal form. However, the SSE
must safeguard against impact washing by enforcing independent impact
reporting measures to review and assess the self-declared impact objectives
of participating organisations.

•

The SSE should provide capacity building and resources to non-profit organisations to assist with meeting reporting requirements.

WG PROPOSAL: LEVERAGE OR CREATE FINANCE INSTRUMENTS, ESPECIALLY
FOR NON-PROFITS

Analysis:
•

The Indian SSE proposes to leverage existing instruments such as Social
Venture Funds (SVFs) and Mutual Funds (MFs), and to introduce new tools
such as Zero Coupon Zero Principal bonds, to mobilize increased amounts
of capital for non-profits.

•

Similarly, pay for performance instruments recommended by the SSE could
raise capital and allow flexibility and autonomy in execution, while emphasizing outcomes.

•

The SSE should encourage the use of such instruments for under-resourced
and difficult issues rather than only for issues that can be easily measured.

WG PROPOSAL: CREATE A MINIMUM STANDARD FOR IMPACT AND FINANCIAL REPORTING

Analysis:
•

While the Working Group’s minimum reporting standard for both non-profits and social enterprises sets a floor standard, the template will need further
contextualization and refinement over time.

•

Financial reporting standards for non-profits created in association with the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India should be careful to avoid blind
blueprinting of corporate standards to non-profits.

•

All organisations, not just those listed on SSEs, should be encouraged to follow these standards to create a more streamlined and uniform reporting culture in India.
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WG PROPOSAL: INCENTIVIZE INVESTORS/ DONORS AND SOCIAL ORGANISATIONS
TO PARTICIPATE

Analysis:
•

The SSE has suggested a range of tax incentives for donors, such as allowing 100% tax exemption on donations to all non-profits on the SSE and removing the 10% cap on income eligible for deduction. This could potentially
increase donations to some non-profits, as well as the SSE’s volume of engagement.

•

Given that India has one of the lengthiest registration processes for non-profits in Asia, the SSE’s proposal to fast-track certification and license renewal
processes for listed non-profits could be beneficial. However, this might also
privilege certain non-profits, particularly those with greater resources and
capacity, over new, small, or grassroots organisations, potentially reducing
sector diversity.

•

Instead, measures that streamline registration and other reporting processes could be extended to all non-profits adhering to SSE standards and guidelines, not just those listed on the SSE.

WG PROPOSAL: ALLOW A VARIETY OF FUNDERS/INVESTORS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SSE

Analysis:
•

The SSE plans to allow a wide spectrum of investors and donors, including
smaller individual (retail) investors, to meet its goal of raising new capital.

•

Failure to create a sufficiently large and broad market for giving or social
investing resulted in many SSEs shutting down.

•

Additional thought should be given to building demand and capacity of investors to participate in the SSE, to help differentiate the Indian SSE from
other fundraising platforms and ensure sustainability.

General recommendations for SSEs
DEFINE AN SSE’S MISSION AS AN AGENT OF CHANGE

SSEs differ from conventional stock exchanges in their purpose and must reflect the
same in their conceptualization and operations. They should be participative and representative, with the voices of civil society, non-profits, and marginalized groups represented in SSE leadership and consultations. While SSEs can benefit from the credibility,
support and networks of conventional stock exchanges, they should retain independence in decision-making. Conventional stock exchanges should support an SSE’s social mission, including ensuring access to different types of social organisations and
causes and respecting the different forms and needs of civil society.
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BRIDGE THE INEQUALITY IN ACCESS TO CAPITAL

SSEs should strike a balance between for-profits and non-profits by creating separate
platforms for each, combined with different reporting requirements and instruments,
and exploring small or mid-cap funds within each platform. SSEs should ensure that
tax and other incentives for those investing in either for-profit or non-profit projects
are at least equal, if not greater for non-profits. SSEs should allocate funding for capacity building and reporting to enable smaller organisations to list.
PROMOTE UNDER-RESOURCED CAUSES

While SSEs can be cause-agnostic, they should also consider featuring thematic areas that are under-resourced and in need of support, in consultation with civil society.
SSEs can encourage the use of innovative financing instruments to achieve such social
outcomes. The choice of financial instrument should be decided based on a variety of
factors such as suitability for a cause, flexibility and decision-making afforded to the
non-profit, ease of design and execution, value-add over a simple grant, and costs. In
addition to raising project financing, organisational funding should also be allowed.
ACTIVELY ENGAGE INVESTORS AND DONORS TO ACHIEVE SCALE AND SUSTAINABILITY

In order to ensure sustainability, SSEs have to proactively generate demand through
investor/donor education, convenings, workshops, and large-scale campaigns. It is
important to bring individual or small donors under the fold, despite smaller donations and higher costs, to ensure that the concept of SSE gains wider acceptability. SSEs
should strike a balance between providing donors and investors with the flexibility to
choose their investments, versus pooled funds that do not offer any personalization.
IMPLEMENT A ROBUST MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING SYSTEM FOR SOCIAL/ ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Impact measurement tools must be selected on the basis of their relevance, objectivity
and rigour while paying attention to the practicalities of time, cost, and skill required.
During the nascent stage, reporting systems can be preliminary, but the SSE should
continually push reporting thresholds to ensure maximum effectiveness.
ARTICULATE SSE’S OWN SUCCESS METRICS AND CONSCIOUSLY MEASURE IMPACT

SSEs should devise metrics to measure their institutional impact. They can employ a
combination of direct metrics measuring the quantum of funds raised, the number of
organisations impacted (across themes, size and location) as well as indirect metrics
such as the impact on civil society, changes in stakeholder attitudes and improvements
in impact reporting by organisations listed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Civil society growth has been driven in part by maladies resulting from global economic systems incapable of addressing
climate change and growing inequality, as well as by the establishment of shared commitments to inclusive and sustainable
growth through platforms such as the Sustainable Development Goals. Availability of funding from large institutions
has also been a significant factor, with international giving by
large U.S. foundations reaching an all-time high of $9.3 billion
in 2015, up some 306 per cent from $2.1 billion in 20023. In India, private funding for the social sector grew at a rate of 15%
per year between FY2014 and FY2018, while public funding increased around 10% per year, amounting to roughly a third of
central government funding of the top ten social programs4.
Despite this growth, civil society globally continues to face
many challenges, from government backlash and unsupportive
policies, to funding shortfalls due to increased red tape around
cross-border funding, as well as, more recently, the economic
implications of COVID-19.
Social Stock Exchanges (SSEs) have emerged in recent times as
institutions that propose to address some of these challenges
and bridge the gap between the social sector and private capital. SSEs are regulated platforms that bring together social
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‘‘

SSEs are
regulated
platforms that
bring together
social
organisations,
donors, and
investors
to facilitate
funding and
the growth of
organisations
that have
a social
purpose.

‘‘

Civil society has evolved rapidly since the beginning of this millennium, and is today widely acknowledged as one of the three
cornerstones of any economy, alongside the state and markets.
According to the Yearbook of International Organisations, the
number of international non-governmental organisations (INGOs) increased from 6,000 in 1990 to more than 50,000 in 2006,
and over 65,000 by 20131. Domestic civil society also continues
to expand and occupy critical roles throughout society. In India, for instance, there were an estimated 3.17 million NGOs in
2011 (including hospitals, schools, and religious institutions),
220,000 formally tax-exempted organisations listed on the
Income Tax (IT) Department’s website, and 94,000 registered
NGOs on NITI Aayog’s Darpan portal2. The civil society of today
is heterogenous, vibrant and dynamic, representing a variety of
issues across a spectrum of roles, from service providers and innovators, to advocates, watchdogs and researchers.
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organisations, donors, and investors to facilitate funding and the growth of organisations that have a social purpose. Brazil instituted the world’s first SSE in 2003, with the
establishment of Bolsa de Valores Socioambientais (BVSA)5. Since then, stakeholders
in a number of countries – including South Africa, Portugal, Canada, the UK, and Singapore – have instituted social stock exchanges. These SSEs have aspired to harness the
resources of financial markets and channelize private capital to combat some of the
most pressing social and environmental issues of our time.
The rise of the social stock exchange has been concomitant with growth in the impact
investment market, estimated to reach USD 715 billion in 20206. Some countries have
expanded the concept of SSE to a broader platform that encompasses impact as well as
philanthropic investments, aiming to address challenges hindering the smooth flow of
private capital to the social sector.
On the demand side, access to capital remains a long-standing pain point for social organisations across the world. Social businesses in both the UK and the USA demonstrated that demand for increased capital was the single common factor hindering growth.
Similarly, in India, with approximately 2 million social organisations1, 57% of organisations claimed access to capital as a barrier to growth7. Another survey found that 50%
of non-profits had been unable to access CSR funding in the last three years8.
On the supply side, donors and investors willing to invest in social organisations also
face a number of challenges. 56% of impact investors across the globe listed appropriate capital across the risk-return spectrum as their most significant challenge followed
by the lack of sophisticated impact measurements (48%), with Indian investors reflecting the sentiment of global investors9. On the non-profit side, 59% of everyday givers
stated that they would be encouraged to give if the process were more convenient, while
63% noted the lack of reliable information on where and how to give in order to achieve
the greatest impact as a consistent barrier10.
Recently, SSEs have received renewed global attention following India’s plans to develop
what could potentially be one of the world’s largest and most impactful SSEs. The plan was
first announced by Hon’ble Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman in her maiden budget
speech in 201911. The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) constituted the Working
Group on Social Stock Exchange, which submitted high-level recommendations on June 1,
2020. While the recommendations have been deemed sensitive to local realities and supportive of transparency and accountability, concerns have been raised around lack of civil
society representation in the Working Group and issues such as the definition of impact,
accessibility for smaller non-profit organisations and increased corporatization of development narratives12. A new Technical Group with greater civil society representation was
formed in September 2020 to further address the recommendations.
1 31% listed shortage of managerial skills and 32% reported a lack of understanding or awareness among banks and support
organisations with respect to social organisations as additional barriers.
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While Indian civil society and policymakers look to design an SSE that caters to local
needs, they can benefit from an informed and comprehensive analysis of the experiences, structures, and learnings from both existing and past SSEs across the world. The
following findings and recommendations can also aid civil society, the private sector,
and policymakers in other countries as they consider whether social stock exchanges
can effectively bridge the gap between private capital and social organisations, and
build a more supportive and fostering environment for the social sector.
The report is structured as follows: Section 2 details the study’s methodology, while Section 3 presents an analysis of key findings across all the SSEs. Section 4 provides a detailed case study on India. Section 5 highlights a few recommendations and best practices.
Detailed profiles of individual SSEs are included after the conclusion in Section 6.
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II. METHODOLOGY
This study aims to review and analyse the structure, mechanisms, laws, and regulations
governing social stock exchanges instituted across the globe, as well as India’s proposed
SSE in order to undertake an informed and nuanced comparison. Eight social stock exchanges, each instituted or, in India’s case, proposed to be instituted, in different countries were shortlisted for study. The report relies primarily on secondary research, complemented with primary research in the form of semi-structured in-depth interviews
with founders and experts wherever possible.

Secondary Research
The study collated and documented information available in the public domain on the
shortlisted SSEs through websites, press notes, articles in newspapers, and academic journals. The sources provided both quantitative and factual information, as well as
opinions and critiques, where available. Data were analysed to obtain a detailed understanding of the core components of an SSE – its structure and regulations, including
types of eligible social organisations, investors and financial instruments, disclosures,
and offered services.

Primary Research
Primary research provided qualitative insights and details for a more nuanced understanding of the SSE. The primary research involved in-depth, semi-structured interviews with two sets of stakeholders who helped unearth rationales and challenges related to the SSEs: i) founders or senior leaders of SSEs and ii) thought leaders and/or
academics. Please refer to appendix 1 for a list of interviewees.
A concurrent analysis approach was used to synthesize the secondary data and primary
data collected from the interviews. The main methods of analysis were coding and thematic analysis, using six research questions as a broad analytical framework.
The table below provides a summary of SSE data by country:
COUNTRY

LEVEL OF SECONDARY DATA

INTERVIEW WITH A FOUNDER OR
SENIOR MANAGEMENT

PROFILED IN THE REPORT

Brazil

Moderate

No

Yes

Canada

High

Yes

Yes

India

High

Yes

Yes

Jamaica

High

Yes

Yes

Kenya*

Extremely Low

No

No

Portugal

Low

No

Yes

Singapore

Moderate

Yes

Yes

South Africa

Moderate

No

Yes

UK

High

Yes

Yes

*excluded from further analysis due to paucity of data
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Limitations and Challenges
While this study was ambitious in scope and intent, it did face a few challenges:
•

The social stock exchange as a concept has been mainly viewed from an impact investment lens, given its proximity to the core principles of a conventional stock exchange (listings, securities, financial returns and trading).
Therefore, most literature and conceptual expositions of SSE are essentially
commentaries on the field of impact investment, not a narrative of SSE as
a mechanism for broader social development or change, thereby limiting a
detailed and critical analysis of its application.

•

There are very little updated data available in the public domain on SSEs,
especially on those that have shut down.

•

Most studies published to date have been descriptive accounts of SSEs. SSEs
in most countries have gone through very rapid evolutions over short periods of time and therefore confound the accuracy of these descriptions.

•

The timeline of studies undertaken to date is concentrated around the early
introduction phases of SSEs across the globe and extends through 2016. Very
few articles and research papers have been published between 2016-2020 on
the topic of SSEs and therefore recent information is limited.

•

Many articles which contained information about Brazil’s and Portugal’s
SSEs were available in regional languages only and, therefore could not be
analysed for the purpose of this study.
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III. KEY FINDINGS
SSEs across the world have been set up to address one primary objective – to direct
more resources and capital towards organisations that have a social and environmental purpose. However, within this common denominator, SSEs have been influenced by
and responded to different national contexts and factors such as development needs,
country size, the maturity of financial markets and philanthropic ecosystems, the participation of the corporate sector in social and environmental development, and the
government’s role in regulating the sector. This section presents the key findings from
eight SSEs (of which four – Brazil, Portugal, South Africa, UK are no longer operating,
Canada, Jamaica, Singapore are functional and India is proposed).

A. Impetus for an SSE
Most SSEs were conceptualized to respond to a specific need, which influenced their
role and structure. For example, the UK Social Stock Exchange (SSX) was developed to
provide a platform to small and mid-cap companies (with a social impact lens) which
were not able to raise sufficient capital through the stock exchanges on which they were
listed. The UK SSX thus adopted the structure of a secondary listing platform through
which investors could screen for impact-oriented organisations and invest in their securities through their listing on other stock exchanges13. Similarly, Canada and Singapore viewed their SSEs primarily as tools to build and strengthen the impact investment ecosystem in these countries, rather than a wider platform to raise funds for all
types of social organisations.
On the other hand, Jamaica is aiming to develop its overall social sector funding landscape and has therefore adopted an approach that seeks to help not-for-profit organisations access funding and assist for-profit social organisations access capital through
the issuance of securities. The adoption of such an approach will lead to the development of separate markets and, by extension, separate exchange platforms for not-forprofit and for-profit organisations14.
In India, in addition to access to capital, standardization of key elements around impact measurement and reporting has emerged as a key need from investors surveyed by
the Working Committee, leading the Committee to make extensive recommendations
on minimum reporting standards for social organisations15.

B. Role of Regulations and Taxation Policies
Social stock exchanges do not and cannot exist in a vacuum. Country-specific legislation dictates the legal form that organisations can take, the tax benefits they enjoy and
can provide, as well as their ownership structures. These regulations influence the interaction of stakeholders with the organisations listed on SSEs.
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On the non-profit side, legal restrictions on non-profits in terms of their ability to generate revenue streams, issue debt or shares, make investments and pursue other activities, guide their treatment on an SSE.
For social businesses, certain countries such as the UK and Canada have crafted legislation to formalise the recognition of social enterprises as hybrid organisations with a
social or environmental purpose. Certain forms of these companies are eligible to list
on the SSEs of these countries, with unique features safeguarding them from mission
drift16. The Jamaican Social Stock Exchange is in the process of pushing for the legal
recognition of social enterprises along similar lines. This type of legislation recognising social enterprises can potentially help keep the focus of SSEs on organisations that
have social and environmental objectives at their core, versus revenue generation17.
India has adopted a slightly different approach wherein the SSE proposes to rely on
self-declaration, with entities choosing whether they want to be categorised as social
enterprises, and consequently commit to minimum standards of reporting on social
impact. The rationale behind this decision was that even entities that do not state “impact” as their primary objective can create meaningful and lasting social impact, and
that more enterprises should incorporate impact into their operating approaches while
enjoying the freedom to structure their legal form in a way that works best for them.
However, in the absence of clear definitions and regulations, India will have to be diligent in creating adequate checks and balances to ensure fidelity to social and environmental missions. Indeed, the working committee notes that to ensure that only bona
fide social businesses are able to associate with SSE, a mechanism of checks must be developed to verify the preference of such firms for social returns over financial returns.
Tax incentives are another key component of SSE regulation. A study by Charities Aid
Foundation (CAF) indicated that charitable giving is 12 per cent higher in countries that
offer some form of a tax incentive to individuals (33 per cent) than those that offer no
incentive (21 per cent). This difference was more pronounced for low-income countries
(27 per cent versus 18 per cent for high/middle-income countries). Thus, tax incentives
for both investors/donors and social organisations can play an important role in making the SSE an attractive platform.

C. Inclusion of For-Profit and Non-Profit
Organisations
While most SSEs have or plan to allow for-profit social businesses to list, there are two
schools of thought on the inclusion of not-for-profit organisations. One approach aims
to preserve an essential characteristic of a traditional stock exchange, i.e., its ability to
trade in securities and yield financial returns for investors and therefore prefers listing
for-profit social businesses that could provide both financial and socio-environmental
returns. The second approach grants access to any organisation with a social purpose,
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A common trend observed through the study of eight social
stock exchanges was that developed countries such as the UK,
Canada and Singapore tend to utilize their SSEs to build a more
mature impact investing space and advance market operations
to mimic the functionalities of a stock exchange. They focus
on for-profit social enterprises and Canada also allows impact
funds to list. Even when they allow non-profits to list, such listings are in the minority; the emphasis remains on revenue-earning non-profits.
SSEs of developing countries such as Jamaica, South Africa,
Brazil, and India have tended to attempt an inclusive platform
to bridge the funding gap for not-for-profit organisations. This
could be partly attributed to the critical role played by a vast
number of not-for-profit organisations in delivering essential
and basic services to the informal segments and disadvantaged
populations in developing countries, as well as the need to ensure adequate funds for such organisations. Regulatory restrictions or permissions for not-for-profits to raise capital also
determine the ease of their inclusion in an SSE, as mentioned
above.
COUNTRY

FOR-PROFIT INCLUDED
IN SSE?

NON-PROFIT INCLUDED
IN SSE?

Brazil

No

Yes

Canada

Yes (including impact funds) Yes

India

Yes

Yes

Jamaica

Yes

Yes

Portugal

No

Yes

Singapore

Yes

Yes

South Africa

Yes

Yes

UK

Yes

No

‘‘

We want to
make sure
that the net
is as wide
as possible
because the
basic aim is
to solve social
problems so it is very
important
to include
all variety of
organisations:
non-profits
and whatever
classification
they have in
the effort.

‘‘

regardless of its registration or taxation status, and matches
them to suitable donors, who do not expect financial returns in
case of non-profits – and investors, who expect both financial
and socio-environmental returns.

Professor Neville Ying, Chairman,
Jamaican Social Stock Exchange
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D. Size of Organisations Listed on the SSEs
Within the categories of non-profit and for-profit social organisations, findings on the
inclusion of newer, smaller, local or less mature organisations were mixed.
Most SSEs acknowledged the imperative to make access to capital more equitable for
all types of non-profits. India, where 61% of non-profits are defined as “small”18, has
proposed using a pooling mechanism to grant access to such organisations and has also
planned to earmark budgets to offer capacity-building and readiness support to such
organisations.
On the for-profit side, Canada and the UK have included a certain minimum level of
market capitalization and/or revenue stream in their eligibility criteria. While such
criteria can help select more established and solvent organisations, the criteria also
potentially shrink the bracket of organisations that could be eligible to apply. While
the UK SSE leaned towards listed or pre-IPO stage enterprises with established revenue models that were considered less risky, Canada’s SSE allowed early stage as well as
growth stage enterprises. Balancing the risk of investing in early-stage enterprises and
safeguarding investors’ interests with funnelling resources to new ideas and enterprises was identified as an ongoing challenge.
Based on the listed organisations published by six SSEs (Brazil, Canada, Jamaica, Portugal, South Africa, UK) and details on revenues in the public domain (available for only
a handful of organisations), we found the following: of the 25 (out of 36 total) for-profits listed on the UK SSE that published data on annual revenues, the median revenue
was USD 8.2 million. Canada listed a combination of individual social enterprises and
impact funds. The three individual social enterprises listed reported a median annual
revenue of around USD 4.7 million. For South Africa, the median income, based on 8
out of 12 non-profits that declared this data, was around USD 0.7 million. Though these
data are not extensive enough for a robust analysis, the numbers do seem to validate the
perception that SSE privileges larger organisations within the social sector.
An interesting point noted in other studies has been that SSEs might encourage a highly selective and competitive atmosphere between organisations and projects, similar to
shares listings of companies on a conventional stock exchange. This may be desirable
if competition rewards the more efficient and effective organisations and improves
the quality of services to final recipients19. However, a more common concern is that
this competition may favour organisations not necessarily based on their quality or
efficiency, but on their size, ability to speak the language of the markets, and employ
English-speaking talent from the private sector. This preference could potentially disadvantage smaller, local and grassroots organisations20, contributing to further segmentation of the non-profit sector and exacerbating resource disparities.
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E. Distribution Across Thematic Areas
Across the world, funds flow differently to different thematic areas and sectors. Organisations working on education, healthcare, and livelihoods typically receive a large share
of philanthropic capital, while those working on issues such as gender empowerment,
disability, and mental health tend to be underfunded. For example, in the US, education and healthcare accounted for 23% of philanthropic funds21, while gender equality
received only 3%22. Similarly, in India, education and healthcare accounted for 55% of
philanthropic funds, while gender equality only received 1%23.
An SSE could potentially help direct capital to such critical but under-resourced issues.
A review of 123 projects listed on six SSEs shows that environment projects were the
most popular, accounting for a quarter of all projects, possibly because of the dominance of social businesses in sectors such as clean technology. These were followed by
projects focused on livelihood, healthcare, and persons with disabilities. Mental health,
gender-based violence, care of the elderly, and policy-advocacy projects were uncommon (5 or less out of 123 projects). Similar to competition between organisations, SSEs
could also lead to conflicts between thematic areas and perpetuate existing funding imbalances, weighted towards projects that are more visible, measurable or popular and
that lend themselves to revenue streams, versus thematic areas that are under-funded,
complex, or require long-term solutions.
A related point concerns the type of financing made available to organisations, especially non-profits. Most SSEs offer project financing, i.e., instruments to raise funds for a
specific, time-bound project. While this type of financing enables transparency, accountability and ease of measurement, there is a growing opinion that non-profits need “organisational funding” – i.e. funds not tied to a specific project but general resources and
core funding to help set and scale processes and systems to create more resilient, efficient and well-managed organisations24. The need for flexible funding has become even
more pertinent during the Covid-19 pandemic25. It is clear that many SSEs have not yet
attempted to fill that gap, and still do not focus on or allow for such financing.

F. Types of Investors
The social stock exchange has long been touted as a mechanism that can help democratize fundraising and the impact investing space. Given this objective, all seven SSEs in
this study included both retail (individuals with one-off and smaller donations) and institutional investors (foundations or high-net-worth individuals with regular and larger donations). India aims to grant investment opportunities to both types of investors
as well. However, opportunities for retail investors have been generally limited because
of three key constraints – 1) regulatory restrictions; 2) lack of suitable products that balance risk and returns; and 3) the high cost of servicing retail investors with small ticket
sizes. The Brazil, UK and Jamaica SSEs have encouraged the engagement of investors
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from around the globe (depending on their foreign funding regulations), to potentially strengthen the finance landscape for social purpose organisations in the developing
world by providing them with a global investment platform26.
In terms of regulating investors, SSEs have been driven by two considerations –
•

Safeguarding investor interest: SSEs are responsible for ensuring that investors have an informed understanding of the risks associated with investments, and the financial capability to take that risk. To that extent, Canada
has created a set of criteria based on assets holdings and net worth limits to
accredited investors, and also imposed restrictions on investments on the
basis of investor type (institutional or retail) and the type of investment
(crowdfunding investment, Offering Memorandum (OM) investment or private placement investment).

•

Investors’ commitment to the mission: investors, especially institutional ones, can have a strong bearing on the enterprises in which they invest.
There have been concerns around investors prioritizing growth and profits
at the cost of an enterprise’s social mission and thereby leading to mission
drift or dilution of purpose27. Similarly, donors have sometimes pressured
non-profits to scale their work too soon. While no SSE currently has any
mechanism to screen investors on their alignment with impact (with some
justifiably believing that this would further reduce an already small pool
of interested investors) or create methods to bind them to an enterprise’s
social mission, Canada has issued some clarification on this topic. Under
the heading “Who are the investors?”, the SVX Investor Manual identified
“impact-first investors with a focus on achieving positive social and/or environmental outcomes with patient capital investments.” It is unclear whether
SVX has continued to expect such impact-focus from its investors in its current form. Besides having investor screening, a softer way of building alignment would be through investor education and sensitization, promoted by
most SSEs.

G. Types of Financing Instruments
Depending on the type of organisations, SSEs allow a variety of financing instruments
– from donations for non-profits to equity and debt for for-profits – with a combination
of financial and socio-environmental returns. For example, Canada offers a suite of instruments such as loans, convertible notes, revenue, common, or preferred shares, and
limited partnerships. Jamaica currently has grant instruments and plans to introduce
debt and equity in later stages.
By design, a not-for-profit cannot generate and/or distribute profits among stakeholders. This inherent characteristic of the structure of a not-for-profit has prevented many
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However, the use and exploration of innovative financing instruments can help not-for-profits access capital that expects
a financial return in addition to social returns. These instruments include Development Impact Bonds, Social Success
Notes, philanthropic mutual funds, and loan guarantees that
typically combine philanthropic and market capital.
Singapore’s Impact Investment Exchange (IIX), the
founding entity of IX, has demonstrated this through
the issuance of the Women Livelihood Bonds (WLBs)28
to help low income Southeast Asian women earn sustainable
livelihoods. Under this Bond, not-for-profit and for-profit organisations are grouped in a special purpose vehicle (SPV) with
micro-finance institutions (MFIs) to help entities raise mainstream debt and utilize it to execute specific impact-driven activities29. While the bonds were not issued or listed on an SSE,
this approach can be replicated by SSEs to unlock equity or debt
capital for not-for-profit organisations.
Similarly, India has proposed leveraging additional existing
mechanisms such as Social Venture Funds (SVFs) and Mutual
Funds (MFs), which are covered under SEBI’s Alternative Investment Fund (AIF) guidelines, to pay for success structures
and impact bonds30.

H. Measuring and Reporting
Socio-Economic Impact
Embedded in an SSE is the double or triple bottom line concept – combining financial returns with social and/or environmental returns. However, unlike financial returns, there is
an extensive body of knowledge dedicated to articulating the
difficulties of measuring social returns. There is no common
taxonomy or metrics for social impact. While frameworks such
as IRIS+ – an impact measurement and management system
by the Global Impact Investing Network – have attempted to
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The use and
exploration
of innovative
financing
instruments
can help notfor-profits
access capital
that expects
a financial
return in
addition
to social
returns. These
instruments
include
Development
Impact Bonds,
Social Success
Notes and
more.

‘‘

policymakers and SSEs from granting not-for-profit organisations the liberty to explore mainstream capital markets or
instruments such as the issuance of equity and debt through
SSEs. In the absence of a provision for the issuance of securities, Brazil and Portugal’s SSEs focused on services akin to a
crowdfunding platform.
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create standardized frameworks and been instrumental in the growth of impact investment, they have also been criticized for capturing only outputs, not outcomes or impact, as a light-touch application of conventional investment metrics to impact space.
Conversely, methods of social research used to measure impact have been criticized as
too expensive, complicated, and time-consuming. Given this context, SSEs across the
world face a challenge in not only creating frameworks to assess enterprises on their
social mission but also ensuring regular and robust impact reporting to investors.
All seven SSEs have pre-listing criteria that help them screen and identify impact-focused organisations, though the level of rigour and extent of verification varies. India is
in the process of determining the criteria. While Jamaica and Brazil have a broad set of
criteria that need to be self-assessed and self-reported by listing organisations, Canada
requires for-profit organisations to meet a minimum threshold on globally established
standards such as GIIRS ratings and B Corporation Certification. Meanwhile, Singapore requires organisations to obtain certification of impact reports by an independent
standard or rating body 12 months prior to listing.
As social returns are the primary return for investors, all SSEs have also mandated impact reporting, whether quarterly, half-yearly or annual, with some SSEs also directing
the use of global reporting standards and verification by external agencies. A few SSEs
such as Singapore and Canada have encouraged the use of “theory of change”, “impact
management project” and other frameworks2, to highlight the “intentionality” and “attribution” of a business in creating impact.
With respect to measuring and reporting an SSE’s own impact, information gathered
from the official websites of SSEs (that are still accessible), their published reports and
blog posts provide insights into how SSEs have been measuring and categorising their
impact. A common trend is for SSEs to report on the number of projects (broken down
by thematic areas such as health and financial inclusion) and the quantity of funds
raised. The UK and Canada seem to capture the reach of their investees and a few impact indicators, with Canada making available detailed impact reports to its members.

I. Business Model and Continuity
Social stock exchanges emerged in the early 2000s. The earliest SSE, Brazil’s BVSA, was
launched in 2003 and had the longest running time (15 years) until its dissolution In 2018.
The majority of SSEs were unable to sustain themselves beyond a certain number of years.
Such SSEs were active as follows: Brazil (2003-2018), South Africa (2006-2017), Portugal
(2009-2015), UK (2013-2017). There is minimal information available in the public domain
detailing why these SSEs were rendered inactive. It is clear that SSE models and markets
are still in a developing stage. The early stages of any new model are bound to face failures.
2 The Impact Management Project is a forum that convenes a Practitioner Community of over 2,000 enterprises and investors
to build global consensus on how they talk about, measure and manage impact.
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Seven SSEs received philanthropic funding to conceptualize
and kickstart operations from foundations and financial institutions, including the Rockefeller Foundation in the UK, Canada, Singapore, and South Africa; the Gulbenkian Foundation in
Portugal; and CSR funds of the Jamaican Stock Exchange and
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in Jamaica. Beyond
this seed funding, SSEs have adopted different revenue models. SSEs in Brazil and Portugal funded their operations with
support from founding stakeholders and grants and did not
charge any fees to listing organisations or participating investors. However, the UK’s SSE charged organisations that wanted
to be featured with a membership fee. Canada charges application and transaction fees to issuers on the SSE, and for certain
consulting and advisory services. With a vision to establish a
self-sustaining SSE, Jamaica’s SSE intends to fund its operations by utilising 10% of the proceeds raised by each lister on
the JSSE. Although many SSEs have not used public funds, government funding could serve as an additional source of income
in countries such as India, where the impetus to set up an SSE
has come from the government.

J. Capacity Building of Social
Organisations
With a general aim to include as many social organisations as
possible and extend their impact, social stock exchanges offer
a variety of capacity-building services to social organisations.
Excluding South Africa’s SASIX, for which limited information
is available, the remaining SSEs offer or plan to provide a de-
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‘‘

Revenue
generating
activity in this
area is not
easy. Nor is
ensuring that
we are able
to deliver on
a business
activity that is
still relatively
new and
novel in a
marketplace,
that while
growing, has
not reached
a level of
maturity.
The business
model itself
continues to
evolve.

‘‘

Beyond longevity, there seems to be a more specific concern.
One study by the Impact Finance Network in 2018 reviewed 150
impact platforms, including SSEs such as SASIX, SSX, BVSA,
and SVX. It found that 53% of platforms were unable to finance
their operating costs and 61.5% received funding from grants.
75% of platforms did not generate enough income to fund their
operations. 60% of these platforms had approximately only
1,000 users. While the number of users did not necessarily indicate the size of investments being made, it was found that
low user levels often resulted in platforms being unable to generate enough engagement or revenue through their services to
sustain themselves31.

Adam Spence,
Co-Founder, CEO, SVX
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Four SSEs created the in-house capacity to offer such services
while two SSEs forged strategic partnerships with external
agencies. To support not-for-profit organisations in enhancing their capabilities, India has proposed the institution of a
capacity-building fund that can bear some of the costs of increased reporting requirements. The fund will prioritise support to smaller organisations and aim to introduce features
that attract investments and donations to the fund, such as
contributions that are CSR-eligible and/or contributions that
benefit from the same regulations and fiscal benefits available
under the Income Tax regulations32.

K. SSEs as a Catalyst for Sector
Building
As articulated by the Working Group’s Report on India’s SSE,
SSEs are reportedly not just processes, but potential agents of
change that can play an important role in building the field and
the market. Standardized reporting and impact measurement
requirements introduced by SSEs have helped to create common standards among various stakeholders. Most SSEs reported undertaking measures to build awareness among investors
on sustainable investing, social finance, risks, returns and goals
behind supporting such organisations. SSEs have also spurred
policy changes and developments, especially around the governance of social finance/businesses in countries. For example,
the Jamaican SSE is working on regulatory changes to formally
recognize social businesses and their unique facets. The Canadian SSE was also instrumental in encouraging the introduction
of Ontario’s 2013 Social Enterprise Strategy, detailing the Ontario government’s efforts to support and grow social enterprises33.
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‘‘

It is important
for us to
support the
development
of the
ecosystem and
to move the
policy agenda
forward ...
in order to
ensure that
we have a
vibrant set of
offerings and
an ecosystem
that is going
to allow us
to meet our
vision.

‘‘

gree of capacity-building services to social organisations. These
services vary from basic support for meeting eligibility criteria
and complying with monitoring/reporting requirements, to
customized and value-added services such as business consulting (e.g. Canada) or incubation support (e.g. the UK).

Adam Spence,
Co-Founder, CEO, SVX
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L. Technology
Most SSEs have utilised technology to make their listings of projects and organisations available online. Some have also allowed online transactions on their
platforms. Many SSEs have relied on technology developed by conventional
stock exchanges. While some SSEs such as those of Brazil, the UK, and Canada have provided either broking or portfolio management services to investors,
there exists an unmet need for a more specific technology – one which is intuitive
and responsive to the needs of the social sector and makes for a seamless online
engagement process34. Canada’s SVX also acknowledges that while technology
is a critical component to operationalising its platform, investing in offline engagement with stakeholders is just as essential to creating demand beyond online transactions.

This section has presented the commonalities and differences between various
countries in their conceptualization and operationalization of social stock exchanges, with analysis of risks and opportunities across a core set of factors, as
highlighted in the visual below.

OPPORTUNITIES

RISKS

• Improve market access for social organisations and donors/investors

• Lead to over financialization—the growing
role of financial motives, actors, markets, and
institutions in the operations of civil society,
as well as the economy and society at large

• Unlock new capital
• Help democratize philanthropy and impact
investing by allowing citizens to participate
• Reduce information and transaction costs
• Serve as a seal of quality, providing donors/
investors with confidence around proper
due diligence procedures
• Create a transparent and robust impact
measurement framework and allow for
better-informed investment
• Help establish an enabling regulatory framework for non-profits and social enterprises
• Reduce the trust deficit between government, markets, civil society and citizens

• Further stratify the social sector by favouring
social causes that are easily measurable and
lend themselves to market solutions, over
less profitable or business-friendly projects
• Favour larger, urban or established organisations over grassroots, local or new non-profits
• Divert funding and direct aid flows/donations away from the non-profit sector
• Institutionalize intermediaries such as
auditors and project managers who may be
driven by commercial opportunities and lack
an understanding of the social sector

The next section leverages these findings to take stock of the proposed SSE in
India and analyses the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Technical
Group’s key recommendations, in light of these findings from other global SSEs.
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IV. INDIA'S PROPOSED
SOCIAL STOCK
EXCHANGE:
SEBI RECOMMENDATIONS AND ANALYSIS
In her maiden budget speech in 2019, Hon’ble Finance Minister Nirmala Seetharaman
proposed a social stock exchange under the regulatory ambit of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI):
It is time to take our capital markets closer to the masses and meet various
social welfare objectives related to inclusive growth and financial inclusion.
I propose to initiate steps towards creating an electronic fund-raising platform- a social stock exchange-under the regulatory ambit of Securities and
Exchange Board of India for listing social enterprises and voluntary organisations working for the realization of a social welfare objective so that they
can raise capital as equity, debt or as units like a mutual fund.
Government backing for India’s SSE differentiates it from others, such as Brazil, Singapore, and the UK’s SSEs, which were mainly led by private sector entities. SEBI announced the constitution of a Working Group on the proposed SSE on 19 September
201935. The Working Group was criticized for lack of adequate representation from the
civil society. Nevertheless, on 1 June 2020 it laid out a vision and made high-level recommendations on the structure and constituents of the Indian SSE.
In September 2020, a Technical Group, now with representation from civil society, was
constituted to further develop the onboarding framework for social organisations, define social enterprises, prescribe disclosures, and develop norms for social impact measurement and audits.
While the Technical Group recommendations are still forthcoming, this section reviews key high-level recommendations of the Working Group (WG) in light of the global study findings, and also incorporates insight from interviews with experts to shed
light on India’s planned SSE.

A. House the SSE Under an Existing Stock
Exchange, Regulated by SEBI
The Working Group has recommended that the Indian SSE be hosted as
a platform under one of the existing stock exchanges that fall under the
ambit of SEBI: i.e., the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) or National Stock
Exchange (NSE).
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The majority of SSEs instituted across the globe were co-created with the main conventional stock exchange. However, SSEs themselves were registered as independent entities, with their own Boards and management teams. A relationship with the main
stock exchange can help unlock synergistic advantages for the social stock exchange such as credibility, trust, an existing pool of investors, infrastructure,
among others.
The BSE and NSE in India are well-established stock exchanges that have been in operation for years, with an active pool of investors, requisite mechanisms and processes,
and long-standing reputations. Hosting the Indian SSE under the BSE or NSE and utilizing the existing infrastructure to provide the services of SSE will likely save cost and
time and allow for the more efficient execution of SSE activities at scale. The knowledge
capital of stock exchanges regarding instruments, investor relations, and returns can
also be leveraged to deliver quality services to investors and donors. The Indian SSE
could likely also benefit from some funding from BSE’s or NSE’s own CSR allocations,
similar to the Jamaican SSE.
However, the conventional stock exchange and its regulator must have the willingness
and capacity to appreciate and promote the nuances behind the “social” element of SSE,
including ensuring access to different types of social organisations and causes,
and avoiding over-financialization or corporatization of civil society. Representative and participative decision making will be critical to safeguard against this
trend.
The Indian SSE should aim to build its revenue model early in the process, exploring
avenues such as listing fees, transaction fees, philanthropic and CSR funding and, if
required, even government funding to ensure sustainability and viability.

B. Allow Both For-Profits and Non-Profit
Organisations to List
The Indian SSE plans to allow both non-profit and for-profit organisations
to list, with different approaches and tools for each, but a common minimum reporting standard.
This is in line with the founding vision articulated by the Finance Minister
and the trend observed among SSEs in developing countries. While the inclusive approach is necessary and commendable, the specific recommendations from
the Technical Group will shed more light on the exact criteria for listing and whether
there will be two separate platforms for different types of organisations.
One concern voiced in the Working Group committee report was that the current SSE
thinking is geared towards entities registered under Section 8 of the Companies Act,
and less towards Trusts and Societies, which are older forms of non-profits in India36. It
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is easier for the conventional stock exchanges and the SEBI to
understand Sec 8 registration status as part of the Companies
Act, whereas the regulations governing trusts and societies can
be unfamiliar and complex.
The SSE may have to undertake educational activities with
donors and investors (especially retail investors) to develop a
more sensitive and comprehensive understanding of differences between non-profit and for-profit models to ensure that
funding is not skewed in any one direction and to avoid unhealthy competition between the sectors.

C. No Legal Definition for Social
Enterprises
Given the diversity of enterprises and models in
India, the Working Group has suggested not formulating a specific definition for for-profit social
enterprises but rather adopting a self-declaration
approach, whereby enterprises can choose whether
they want to be categorised as a social enterprise, and consequently commit to additional reporting on social impact. The
Group did not restrict the legal form of a social organisation as
it envisioned a future where more enterprises incorporate impact objectives and strategies in their business approach, while
enjoying freedom to structure the legal organisational form.
While the rationale is commendable, it will be imperative to
institute clear eligibility criteria and a robust, independent mechanism that reviews and assess the self-declared
impact objectives of the organisation. The presence of such
a mechanism will ensure the on-boarding of impact-driven organisations that primarily intend to create social-environmental change, and safeguard against impact-washing.

D. Leverage or Create Finance
Instruments, Especially for
Non-Profits, to Raise Capital
One of the reasons why non-profits have traditionally been left out of SSEs is due to lack of
availability of appropriate instruments that
can be listed. In leveraging existing mechanisms
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The Devil is in
the Details
Defining the selection criteria and
process for social organisations,
especially non-profits, will be the most
important determinant of Indian SSE’s
impact on equity in the non-profit
sector. It will have a bearing on both the
quantity and quality of non-profits who
can participate.
A key expectation for the SSE
that differentiates it from other
crowdfunding or fundraising platforms
in India, especially in being promoted
by the highest levels of government,
is that of ‘scale’ – being able to reach
a significant proportion of non-profits.
Given the diversity and scale of nonprofits in India, only a small proportion
will be able to list on the SSE. Even
taking the smaller universe of the
Darpan portal’s 94,000 non-profits,
the question is whether the criteria and
ensuing process will allow 10%, 50% or
more of these to be listed. In addition
to access to capital, the ability of nonprofits to list on the SSE becomes
critical when one considers the spate
and depth of regulatory and tax benefits
being proposed for non-profits, and
the gap that could open up between
those who can avail them and those
who cannot. Similarly, the credibility
of the SSE, given the backing by the
government and SEBI, indicates a very
real possibility that the listing status
could become a benchmark of quality
and trustworthiness for other donors
and fundraising platforms in India.
As Noshir Dadrawala, Director at the
Centre for Advancement of Philanthropy
and India’s leading consultant on legal
compliance for non-profits and CSR,
states: “The listing criteria and due
diligence process and therefore who
gets left out is of key concern to India’s
development sector. Will the same few
non-profits who already have wellestablished models benefit, or will we
see mid-sized, younger organisations
also [benefit]?”
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such as Social Venture Funds (SVFs) and Mutual Funds (MFs), which allow non-profits
to raise money and already have legal and operational precedents but are not widely
known, the Working Group has been smart and practical. While one instrument (zero
coupon zero principal bond) is new to India, it has been tried in other countries. These
instruments could lead to an increase in the quantum of capital mobilized towards
non-profits. Pooling mechanisms such as SVF and MFs can allow for thematic focus, directing funding to under-resourced areas. The SSE should allow non-profits to raise
organisational funding in addition to project funding using these instruments.

E. Allow Pay-for-Performance Instruments
Pay-for-performance instruments such as Development Impact Bonds
provide a sharper focus on outcomes and impact, moving attention away
from inputs and outputs. They also provide considerable autonomy
and flexibility to social organisations in achieving desired outcomes.
Pay-for-performance instruments have the ability to draw mainstream investors who would otherwise not consider such high-risk areas, and use philanthropic
capital in a strategic way to unlock risk capital. However, these instruments can also
involve higher costs in terms of complicated structuring, management and impact assessment. They also inherently favour more established organisations that can
‘guarantee’ impact to an extent and are more likely to be used to direct funding
to cause areas that are already well funded.

F. Create a Minimum Standard for Impact and
Financial Reporting
The Working Group has recommended a minimum reporting standard for
both non-profits and social enterprises, including strategic intent and
goal, impact scorecard and governance and financial details. Non-profits need only self-report, while for-profits will go through an assessment
mechanism developed by SEBI.
The format for reporting was developed to lend a degree of uniformity and standardization in reporting, which would create confidence in investors and donors, while not
becoming too cumbersome for the organisations. Given the complexity of rigorous
impact measurement, the requirement of suitable intermediaries and time and
costs involved, the recommendation to propose minimum reporting standards
at the inception stage and gradually develop a more sophisticated framework
over time is sensible. The minimum standards themselves are quite simple, straightforward and aligned to existing expectations from other donors and CSR funders.
A refinement of the standards over time, customized to the Indian landscape will also
aid the larger acceptability of the reporting standards. The SSE should create mecha-
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nisms where the reporting standards could also be utilized by organisations that
do not operate directly through the SSE.
Similar standardization is also proposed for accounting and financial reporting frameworks for non-profits in India. Most of the current frameworks have been borrowed
and tweaked from the corporate world. Given that non-profits’ are very different
from companies in their purpose, nature of income and operations, such frameworks are not always appropriate for them. Developing more nuanced and contextualized financial reporting standards in association with the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (as recommended by the Working Group) – but more importantly,
in consultation with civil society and the sector, is key to creating more effective frameworks for transparency.

G. Regulatory Changes for Non-Profits
India has one of the lengthiest registration processes for non-profits in
Asia, averaging around six months, compared to the Asia average of three
months37. The Working Group has suggested the following recommendations to create a more supportive policy environment for non-profits in
India and help them become sustainable in the long-run:
•

Enable fast-tracking of certifications for 12A, 12AA and 80G for all non-profits doing social and financial reporting, as per the SSE guidelines.

•

Re-evaluate the current budget proposal to make the renewal of registration
under 80G periodic

•

Increase the limits under the IT Act on charitable institutions raising funds
from commercial or semi-commercial activities to 50% from the current
20%

These proposals, if extended to all non-profits adhering to SSE guidelines, not
just those listed on the SSE, could reinforce and drive the adoption of standards
created by the SSE by the wider non-profit sector, which is a critical step for building the field. They could also help streamline non-profit regulation and reduce unnecessary bureaucratic hurdles to non-profit operation.

H. Allow a Variety of Funders/Investors to
Participate on the SSE
The Working Group has indicated that funders and investors on the SSE
could be individuals, government organisations, corporations (via CSR
contributions), institutional and retail investors, and philanthropic foundations, both foreign and domestic. Allowing a wide spectrum of investors and donors, including retail, bodes well for the overall goal
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of raising new capital. Given the credibility and assurance of BSE/NSE and SEBI, the
SSE is well placed to engage individual and retail donors.
However, engaging retail donors will require different strategies and devoting
efforts and resources towards creating demand. Philanthropy and giving in India has been largely driven by a handful of ultra-high net worth individuals and their
foundations. The ecosystem is geared towards encouraging strategic, institutional giving. India has not done much to develop a culture of giving among regular citizens and
the middle class. According to the World Giving Index released each year by Charities
Aid Foundation, in 2017 India ranked 124th for giving out of 144 countries. While an
unfavourable tax regime can explain part of this trend, there is also a general lack
of trust in non-profits, lack of suitable channels and infrastructure and lack
of strong educational and engagement strategies for retail donors. The Working
Group does not delve into these issues.
Furthermore, in light of the recent amendments to the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act Act in September 2020 (coming after the Working Group Report), it is essential that the new technical group revisit the FCRA provisions to clarify the role of
foreign donors and the extent of their participation in the SSE.

I. Align Several Rules Regarding Section 135 of
the Companies Act (Mandating CSR spending)
with the SSE
The SSE can provide an effective platform to synchronize Indian CSR
spending, which is a significant source of philanthropic capital for
non-profits in the country. The report suggests a few policy changes to the
recent amendments to the CSR rules to facilitate this convergence, such
as –
•

Allowing for the disbursement of funds to non-profits through the SSE to be
counted as CSR expenditure

•

Enabling companies to actively partake in pay-for-performance instruments through CSR

•

Introducing a mechanism to facilitate the exchange of CSR spends between
companies with excess CSR spends and those with deficit CSR spends, such
as CSR certificates

However, the last suggestion on ‘trading’ CSR credits needs to be evaluated thoroughly. The primary goal of Section 135 was to ensure that companies act as responsible
corporate citizens who create positive social and environmental value through their innovative ideas and management skills and with greater efficiency and better outcomes.
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Giving them a hands-off and quick ‘way-out’ through a credit buying system, especially
when CSR performance was just beginning to improve, could undermine the objective
of a more responsible and sensitive corporate sector and also deprive companies of the
benefits of strategic CSR.

J. Strengthen Tax Incentives for Donors/Investors
The Working Group has recommended better tax incentives for donors/
investors, which have proven to be effective tools to attract participation
across financial structures and instruments. The main recommendations
include •

Allowing philanthropic donors to claim a 100% tax exemption for their donations to all non-profits that benefit from the SSE

•

Removing the 10% cap on income eligible for deduction under 80G

•

Allowing all investments in securities/ instruments of non-profits listed on
SSE to be tax-deductible

•

Allowing first time retail investors (who are investing in the SSE for the first
time) to avail a 100% tax exemption on their investments in the SSE MF
structure, subject to an overall limit of INR 1 Lakh

•

Allowing investors in social enterprise offerings exemptions from the Security Transactions Tax and Long-Term Capital Gains Tax

While 14 economies in Asia offer tax deduction rates of 100% or above for individual
and corporate donors, India only offers a rate of 50% for both38. Furthermore, deductions can only be claimed for up to 10% of income, which adds another disincentive.
Easing these restrictions could significantly encourage donations to non-profits, and help balance the absence of financial returns. In the interest of equity and
creating a wider culture of giving in the country, it would be sensible to consider expanding the first two recommendations to all registered non-profits (including
those certified by the SSE), not just those that are listed.

K. Encourage and Incentivize Investors, Donors
to Participate
As evidenced by the experience of many SSEs, failure to create a sufficiently large and broad market for giving or social investing resulted in many
SSEs shutting down. Even mature markets such as the UK and Canada
have had to invest significantly in creating demand. While the Working
Group report talks about certain supply-side initiatives to attract social or-
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ganisations, it is silent on how the SSE proposes to create a demand for itself. The SSE’s
ability to encourage mass involvement through investor/donor education and
engagement could be an important factor that differentiates it from other fundraising platforms. Such efforts would also be critical to ensuring that new capital is
raised and optimally directed towards social welfare.

L. Create and Monitor a Set of
Enabling Intermediaries
The Working Group has suggested introducing Information Repositories
(IRs), which would work on developing a database of non-profits, their
activities and areas of operation along with other credible, standardized
information. To monitor these IRs, the Group encourages the establishment of a Self-Regulatory Organisation (SRO) that will bring together existing Information Repositories and social auditors.
The recommendation is commendable in that it provides an immediate solution that
will aid the provision of information on credible non-profits and thereby facilitate
investments through the India SSE. However, the IRs suggested by the report – e.g.,
GuideStar, DARPAN, Credibility Alliance – may all have different criteria, metrics,
scorecards and costs. Therefore, before on-boarding IRs, the SRO could play a critical
role in mapping the commonalities between the approaches and frameworks of
different IRs and agreeing on some common metrics.
Similarly, it would be important for the SSE or the new SRO to on-board a set of credible social auditors who not only understand the multi-dimensional nature of the process of social change, but are also able to capture it in a simple and standardized way.
The SSE or SRO should be cautious of social auditors merely tweaking financial
audit processes, and aid in developing a more contextual application of the audit
process.

M. Set up a “Capacity Building Fund”
The Working Group has suggested creating an earmarked capacity building
fund of INR 100 crore (~13.67 million USD) with the following mandate:
• To aid non-profits, prioritizing smaller ones, on reporting and associated costs
•

To organise existing Information Repositories (IRs) in the immediate term
for extending requisite support to SSE

The Group has further suggested that companies and philanthropic foundations can
contribute to this Fund, with the understanding that corporate contributions would
be CSR eligible, and philanthropic donations would benefit from the same regulations
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and fiscal benefits as are available under 80G and other regulations. These are
proactive measures to help build the demand side of the market, in terms
of attracting more organisations and building their capacity to efficiently access the platform. They also serve to nudge donors to recognize and acknowledge the importance of financing organisation-building for non-profits,
in addition to project financing.
The proposed capacity building fund could also consider providing financial
resources to structure new and relevant products and support programs that
build readiness of social organisations, either through one-on-one coaching or
cohort-based programs. This could help create more inclusivity, from a likely
starting point of only a few social organisations being ready to list on the exchange, to a more robust set of offerings, and social organisations.

To summarize, the proposed SSE in India seems to have adopted an inclusive
and comprehensive approach, which is sensitive to the needs and constraints of
social organisations and donors/investors in India. More granular recommendations from the Technical Group would help to further define the modalities.
Based on findings from global experience, two areas that merit more attention
include detailing the governance, management and sustainability of the SSE
and creating strategies for demand generation among donors/investors, while
continuing to encourage ongoing consultation with civil society and institutionalization of non-profit viewpoints in the SSE itself. The next section explores a
set of wider recommendations applicable to SSEs across the world.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS
To summarize the key findings from the previous sections, SSEs hold the promise of
unlocking more capital and resources for organisations with social purpose, generating
en-masse awareness about such organisations and leading to standardization across
key elements.
However, many SSEs have been unable to continue operations for a variety of reasons.
While one may be tempted to discount the idea of SSE due to their closure rates and unintended negative consequences, the concept still has the potential to be a game-changer for civil society. In order to realise the benefits, countries need to design SSEs differently, avoiding blind blueprinting from conventional stock exchanges, contextualizing
them to the realities of civil society and securing greater buy-in from the social sector.
The below recommendations will help to ensure that SSEs become inclusive institutions that support civil society and non-profits.

Recommendation 1
DEFINE AN SSE’S MISSION AS AN AGENT OF CHANGE

With their unique position as platforms bringing together various stakeholders and
brokering relationships between sectors to prioritize development, SSEs have the potential to be powerful agents of change. Countries must be cognizant that unlike conventional stock exchanges, social stock exchanges have a deeper purpose which should
be reflected in their governance, design and operations. To that extent, it can be argued
that the “stock exchange” designation itself is a misnomer.
The process to design an SSE should take cognizance of the existing efforts and initiatives in the country, its development needs and the needs of its social organisations, as
well as the expectations of potential investors and donors, and aim to co-create a platform that complements and adds value to these stakeholders, rather than competing or
creating yet another platform. Crafting a shared mission in a participative manner at
the inception of the SSE can be the common thread that harnesses the energy of founder, boards, senior leadership and employees to achieve true impact milestones.

Recommendation 2
LINK TO THE CONVENTIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE, WHILE MAINTAINING INDEPENDENCE
IN DECISION MAKING

While considering the structural architecture of a social stock exchange, it is beneficial
to consider a linkage to the existing capital market stock exchange of the country. A
partnership with, if not incubation support from, the existing stock exchange can lend
credibility to the platform and help accelerate the institution process. Credibility can
unlock further operational partnerships and grant confidence to existing investors and
donors. The SSE can also leverage the infrastructure and technology facilities of the
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existing stock exchange and house the SSE as a separate board under the existing stock
exchange.
While a partnership with the existing stock exchange can grant benefits, it can also
prove to be detrimental to the functioning of the SSE if the decision making and operations are not specifically differentiated from that of the existing stock exchange.
As the purpose of an SSE is different from that of a conventional capital market stock
exchange, the same set of governing principles cannot be imposed on the social stock
exchange.
The SSE should ideally have an independent leadership, comprising adequate representation from the regulatory ecosystem, financial markets, investors, social organisations, academia and civil society. Care must be taken to ensure that the voices of civil
society and non-profit organisations are not lost or minimized in any phase of design
or operation of the SSE. These must also have adequate gender and minority representation. Further, the governance or advisory boards must be financially competent to
understand and project the cash flows of the SSE and build a sustainable structure.
It is important to introduce proper mechanisms that can minimize occurrences of disconnect between the governance board, senior leadership and operational teams. These
could include clear codes and guidelines that are sensitized to the impact objectives,
adopt an outcome-focused lens, and if required, even specify the extent of involvement
and permissible interference from the existing stock exchange. All measures collectively should ensure that the SSE itself does not experience mission drift, and prioritizes
positive social impact above all.
A cross-sectoral incubation partnership, where a set of leading institutions with an
aligned mission and mandate could assist with the establishment of the SSE and complement the local stock exchange by adding networks, resources, and expertise.

Recommendation 3
BRIDGE THE INEQUALITY IN ACCESS TO CAPITAL

It is a difficult task to provide a level playing field to organisations that provide only
social returns versus those that promise financial returns, as well as between new/small
organisations and established ones. A few suggestions to bridge the gap and ensure a
balance between for-profits and non-profits are as follows –
•

Create two separate platforms for non-profits and for-profits with different
sets of criteria, reporting mechanisms and instruments

•

Under each platform, assess the feasibility of running small or mid-cap
funds wherever possible

•

Demarcate a set of funds to cater to social assessment and capacity building
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requirements of smaller organisations to aid them in listing on the SSE, access to which is means and merit tested
•

Ensure adequate demand for platforms for non-profits and for-profits
through investor and donor outreach, mobilization and awareness initiatives

•

Ensure parity in tax incentives granted to philanthropic donations versus
investments, ensuring that the former does not lose out to the latter

•

Ensure that overall semantics (principles, guidelines, language, terminology,
behaviours etc.) reinforce the larger mission, are inclusive of both categories
and are not overly corporatized or financialized and therefore difficult for
non-profits to navigate

Recommendation 4
PROMOTE UNDER-RESOURCED CAUSES

In line with the above recommendation, SSEs should strive to ensure a balance not
just between for-profits and non-profits, but also among thematic areas. In particular, it should pay close attention and consider structural ways to channel resources to
issue areas that are under-funded, systemically rooted, politically charged or desiring support within their geographical context. While the SSE should remain generally
cause-agnostic, it should consciously seek projects within underfunded thematic areas such as gender-based violence, promoting active citizenship, urban design, mental
health, land rights etc., and build appropriate tools for these. The SSE could also hold
ongoing consultations with representatives from civil society to determine which areas
are underfunded.
The SSE should ensure that innovative financing instruments are used as a means to
achieve specific social outcomes and are not a mere end in themselves, which could
lead to excessive legal compliance, complicated structuring, and contracting, and could
skew the incentives towards certain causes and types of organisations. The choice of
financial instrument should be decided based on a variety of factors such as suitability
for a cause, flexibility and decision-making afforded to the non-profit, ease of design
and execution, value-add over a simple grant, and costs. While difficult to operationalize, innovative financing instruments can fulfil their true mandate when leveraged for
under-resourced and difficult issues rather than only those that can be easily measured.
The SSE is well placed to catalyse such discussions and pilot new, bold tools to address
funding disparities within the universe of social needs.
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ACTIVELY ENGAGE INVESTORS AND DONORS TO ACHIEVE
SCALE AND SUSTAINABILITY

For an SSE to be truly catalytic at the national level, it needs to
achieve scale and sustainability. As highlighted by this study,
most SSEs were seeded by philanthropic capital and were expected to achieve a degree of self-sufficiency over time by covering their operational costs through revenues. The most common sources of revenues were listing and transaction fees, both
of which require a critical mass of transactions on the SSE.
However, insufficient demand for SSEs, leading to small user
bases, fewer transactions and inadequate revenues, led to some
SSEs’ dissolution. Underlying this trend is the deeper lack of
awareness and preparedness of investors and donors to engage
with social organisations. SSEs will have to proactively generate demand and promote a culture of giving through various
activities, such as investor/donor education, convenings, workshops, and large-scale campaigns. It is important to bring individual or small donors under the fold of SSE, despite smaller donations and higher costs, to ensure that the SSE concept
gains wider acceptance.
Given that donors and investors may desire more say on where
and how funds will be utilized, SSEs should strike a balance between providing choice and pooled funds that do not offer any
flexibility or personalization.

Recommendation 6
IMPLEMENT A ROBUST MEASUREMENT AND REPORTING
SYSTEM FOR SOCIAL/ ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

The absolute bedrock of the SSE concept is the ability to articulate, achieve and measure social and environmental impact.
Impact measurement has been vehemently contested and can
cover a range of activities from counting simple outputs, to not
only measuring but using sophisticated models to attribute impact on beneficiaries’ lives to a specific intervention. The balance would lie somewhere in between, with capturing changes
in beneficiaries’ lives and their perspectives being fundamental. Impact measurement tools must be selected on the basis of
their relevance, objectivity and rigour while paying attention
to the practicalities of time, cost and skill required. While it is
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desirable to adopt standardized benchmarks and frameworks that have achieved wider
acceptability, these must be assessed on their relevance and maturity, with clear guidelines on how enterprises can plug the gaps in such frameworks.
The SSE may benefit from creating demand for more nuanced and in-depth impact reporting through its investor and investee educational activities. Ensuring that investors
seek better impact reporting and are able to reward those who adhere to higher standards and demonstrate concrete impact on the ground either pressures or incentivizes
investees to raise their collective standards. At the same time, showing investees how to
integrate impact assessments into their program delivery and performance elevates the
perception of impact assessment from a mere compliance checkbox to a solid quality
and performance management tool. Given the mounting global concerns around ‘impact washing’ and ‘mission drift’39, transparent, honest and robust impact management
and reporting stipulations are a core requirement for SSEs. That said, some flexibility
should be built into the system to ensure that impact measurement and reporting are
not overly burdensome, particularly for smaller non-profits, and that capacity-building and training resources continue to level the playing field.

Recommendation 7
ARTICULATE SSE’S OWN SUCCESS METRICS AND CONSCIOUSLY MEASURE IMPACT

While SSEs design or adopt frameworks to aid the impact measurement of organisations
listed on their platform, they must also think about their own impact and articulate specific metrics that can be considered as yardsticks for measurement of success. Given the
nature of their operations, an SSE has the potential to impact a country’s private sector, civil society and communities across the ecosystem. However, this also translates to
a need to understand the complexity of an SSE’s own impact and frame comprehensive
metrics. Unlike a conventional capital market stock exchange, an SSE cannot measure
impact by just the quantum of funds raised or the number of organisations listed. It is
recommended that SSEs categorise their impact through direct and indirect metrics. Direct impact metrics would include measurement of aspects such as the new quantum of
money raised and the number of enterprises and projects listed (disaggregated by theme,
size, region, etc.). Indirect impact metrics could include evaluating the country’s progress
on its development indicators, as an indirect but essential metric that speaks to the SSEs
larger mission. A few such metrics include trust and confidence among various stakeholders, shifts in investor-donor attitudes, reduction in transaction costs, equity in civil
society, and the quality of impact reporting by listed organisations.
Measuring impact reporting, progress and challenges at regular intervals can lend
transparency and accountability to the operations of the SSE. However, the approach
must not be rigid. SSEs must learn to evolve and adapt their operations and objectives,
including their meaning of success, to reflect the integration of their work with the
state of the larger ecosystem.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This report aims to capture some of the common characteristics and features of SSE
models in different countries, in order to aid civil society and policymakers in other
countries in their journey to understand and potentially institute impactful social stock
exchanges. The study of the rise and fall of social stock exchanges across the world
sheds light on the potential utility, as well as the pitfalls, of these relatively new mechanisms, and provides many additional considerations for the developers of India’s proposed SSE.
While the SSE holds the promise of becoming an agent change for civil society, this
change could be limited by a variety of factors, and could also have unintended consequences on the sector. While an SSE can theoretically unlock new capital, promote equity, introduce new instruments for donors to fund operations, streamline regulations
and create an ecosystem of enabling frameworks for civil society, it also risks duplicating the operations of a conventional stock exchange, segmenting or further exacerbating inequalities within and between sectors, and failing to create a strong culture
of giving. In order to truly fuel sustainable social impact, stakeholders must create a
representative and participative mechanism that fully incorporates the concerns and
wisdom of civil society and social organisations, while leveraging effective financial
and institutional capacity. Above all, an SSE should be a means for the markets to serve
the society; not for society to serve the markets.
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VII. COUNTRY SPECIFIC
PROFILES OF SSEs
A. Brazil – Bolsa de Valores Socioambientais (BVSA)
or Socio-Environmental Investment Exchange
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

Bolsa de Valores (BVS)40 was launched in 2003 by B3 (Brasil Bolsa Balcao i.e.
Brazil’s stock exchange)41 as its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiative42. Its CEO, Edemir Pinto, emphasized that one of the reasons BVSA
was developed was to acknowledge the role of the private sector in Brazil’s
social and environmental development43. The idea of creating BVSA was proposed by Celso Grecco, president of Atitude Social Marketing, one of the first corporate
social responsibility and social marketing agencies in Brazil.
With the support of Atitude, BVSA was set up by B3 to leverage B3’s expertise as a stock
exchange, while broadening the reach of its CSR efforts, improving its public image, and
increasing engagement with B3’s conventional securities market44. BVSA functioned as
a crowdfunding platform featuring pre-screened social and environmental projects. Its
objective was to “act as a bridge between social and environmental organisations” and
investors looking to support social impact on a platform that provided transparency45,
and “to change a habit of charity into a culture of social investment”46.
B3 oversaw the online platform, processed all of the transactions, and absorbed operational costs, including those incurred by Atitude47 and its network of specialists from
the social sector, working to select, list, support and monitor projects48. Starting from
2015, Brazil Foundation, a non-profit philanthropic intermediary, began providing additional funding to projects listed on the BVSA49, as well as impact monitoring50.
According to B3’s website, BVSA ended its operations in December 201851; its official
website is inaccessible52.
REGULATION

BVSA was housed under B353, overseen by a B3-appointed Board of Governors comprising representatives from UNICEF, UNESCO, the Brazilian government, and representatives from the education, environmental and cultural sectors of Brazil. The Board of
Governors provided the final round of approval for projects that could be listed on the
BVSA and evaluated the projects, performance, operations, and legal status of applicant organisations54.
BVSA was open only to non-profits. Non-profits in Brazil are not allowed to pay dividends to members of their organisation and can take the legal form of associations or
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foundations3. BVSA held the right to interrupt or stop the transfer of funds to any projects whose parent organisation was found to be non-compliant with any government
regulations or the Partnership Agreement signed by the participating organisation. In
the case of non-compliance, the SSE could redirect funds raised for the defaulting organisation’s project based on its Resource Allocation Rules.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

Non-profit associations or foundations, legally registered for a minimum period of
three years in Brazil and working towards social and/or environmental purposes, could
apply with their projects if they were looking to raise between R $ 30 thousand to R $
100 thousand (USD 5,644 to 18,816) on the BVSA. The following organisations were ineligible for the BVSA:
•

Foundations or Associations maintained exclusively with public resources
or administered by government agents

•

Foundations or Associations maintained exclusively by only one company,
group or private business foundation and

•

Corporate foundations

BVSA conducted three project evaluation rounds per year and organisations were only
allowed to list a single project per year. Separate units or branches of organisations with
the same CNPJ (tax identification number of a business) or Corporate Name were also
not allowed to list more than a single project a year. BVSA also listed projects looking to
raise additional funding for activities that had already begun. If projects looking to list
on BVSA had a fundraising mandate larger than R $ 100, BVSA required them to verify
that the additional funding had been raised before applying for selection.
During the selection process, projects were evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:
•

The framework of the project relevant to BVSA themes (“health, education,
literacy, citizenship, culture, education and training, psychosocial care and
environment”55)

•

Technical and financial feasibility of the project

•

The project budget and cost/benefit ratio

•

Capability and ability to replicate the project

•

Innovative character of the project

3 Non-profits that ‘pursue public interest purposes such as work in the sectors of ‘education, health and social assistance’ can
avail tax benefits.
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•

Organisation sustainability

•

Qualification of the project’s technical team

•

Quality and results of projects and programs already implemented or under
implementation by the organisation

•

The accumulated knowledge of the organisation in the proposed action area

•

Articulation of the organisation with other entities relevant to the success
of the project

•

Potential for impact on public policies56

•

The relevance of the project for the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals and since 2016, the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

Project selection occurred in four stages:
1. Organisations were required to fill out a registration form outlining the details of their project and the funds required;
2. BVSA’s technical team conducted an in-depth analysis of the project and its
framework based on the selection criteria;
3. Organisations with shortlisted projects were visited by BVSA’s technical team;
4. Projects were evaluated by BVSA’s Selection Committee57, comprising a
managing director from B3, Superintendent from B3 Social Investment, and
a member of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)58.
Organisations who received final approval from the Selection Committee were required to sign a Partnership Term. Projects could be listed for a one-year period59. Organisations that were unable to raise their targeted amount of funding were evaluated
by BVSA to determine whether they should receive the funds collected on their behalf.
Organisations had to begin implementation of the project within 6 months of receiving the first instalment of funding (funding was provided to projects in 3 instalments),
submit technical reports to BVSA every quarter, and share semi-annual reports of their
activities as well as their listed project.
BVSA encouraged small non-profits with limited networks that catered to the needs
of local communities60 and those catering to children, adolescents, youth, the elderly,
women, those with disabilities, “afro descendants, Indian people and traditional populations”61 to apply.
Atitude conducted due diligence and also supported BVSA in monitoring the progress
and fund utilization of listed projects. BVSA’s technical team conducted regular mon-
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itoring of listed projects through audits and site visits62. From 2015 onwards, BrazilFoundation also conducted impact monitoring through project reports and site visits63.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

Investors could choose projects based on their thematic area, beneficiary group and location64. Retail and institutional investors were allowed to make donations to projects
on BVSA through bank slips or card payments. To be able to invest they had to register themselves on BVSA’s official website and create a “donation portfolio” for themselves65; they could also donate anonymously66. Project funding was divided into ‘social
shares’, which interested investors could purchase at the cost of R$1 (around US$ 0.33)
per share67, with a minimum donation of R $ 20 for each project68.
International investors were also eligible to donate to projects on the BVSA69. All investors could only expect social and/or environmental returns on their investments, and
could not transfer their social shares to anyone else or engage in secondary trading70.
Incentives for investing in BVSA projects included assurance of the legitimacy of the
project’s impact objectives71, as well as tax benefits on 2% of their operating profit72.
BVSA provided investors with the option of investing in projects directly or with guidance from B3’s brokerage firms offering “social broking” services. B3 also sent investors
on its conventional securities market monthly information on 4-5 projects in which
they could ‘socially invest’73. Investors were able to track the progress of their projects
through BVSA’s website74. The technical team also provided progress reports to investors on a semi-annual basis, as well as a summary report of the project once it had been
implemented75.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

BVSA publicized listed projects and provided their parent organisations with guidance
on how they could publicize their own project. BVSA also provided organisations whose
projects were listed with capacity-building services through Atitude, which focused on
how to strengthen projects’ impact, as well as how to write fundraising proposals. BVSA
also facilitated knowledge-sharing among participating organisations.
IMPACT OF THE SSE

BVSA listed projects across sectors such as environment and education as well as some
of the MDGs and SDGs. Projects related to SDGs such as climate action, health and gender equality projects have been featured on BVSA. In its 15 years of functioning, BVSA
raised above R$ 19 million (~$3.6 million USD) for more than 188 projects from 200
civil society organisations76, with around 20 projects listed each year from all across
Brazil77. Notably, projects listed on BVSA have also gone on to shape public policy in
Brazil. For instance, a project implementing a small-claims court for favela residents
has been replicated across 14 states in Brazil78, while another project influenced public
policy across hospitals in Rio de Janeiro79.
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A study assessing the characteristics of 66 projects listed on BVSA in 2012 found that
53% of the listed projects were executed in the countryside, while 47% were conducted in the capital. 81.8% of projects had a regional reach, while 18.2% of projects were
national. The majority of the projects listed targeted Brazil’s youth (39%) and children
(21%), while 18.2% targeted Brazil’s general population, 7.6% focused on those with disabilities, 4.5% targeted the indigenous population and the remaining were focused on
women (3%) and afro-descendants (3%).
BVSA’s impact went beyond its projects. It introduced a new lexicon of terminology
such as ‘social shares’ and ‘social investment’ and also provided a common platform,
bridging “the divide between investors and NGOs, business and the community, the
rich and poor” and thus promoting “a more inclusive approach to social development,
and advance[ing] a culture of social inclusion in Brazil”. BVSA also positively influenced
Brazilian society’s impression of the Brazilian stock exchange B380.
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B. Canada – Social Venture Connexion (SVX) –
Invest for Impact
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

Social Venture Connexion (SVX) launched in 201381, founded by Adam Spence82 (present CEO of SVX) and developed under MaRS Discovery District83.
It has been an independent non-profit organisation since 2019 and is still
in operation today. The SVX was formulated to address social organisations’
need for sustainable capital beyond grants and a supportive social innovation
landscape across sectors. SVX’s objective is to “create a market for good”84 and to “break
the cycle of poverty, create opportunity and build environmental sustainability” while
supporting ventures addressing these issues85. SVX aims to do this through its “local,
impact-first platform connecting impact ventures, funds, and investors in order to catalyze new debt and equity investment capital for local ventures that have demonstrable social and/or environmental impact”86. Over the past decade, the organisation has
evolved into a diversified financial services firm, with additional services alongside its
platform including venture and investor education programs, capital and investment
advisory supports, and fund design and management offerings.
SVX was formed with support from cross-sectoral partners such as the TMX Group,
the parent company of Toronto’s stock exchange, which provided financial support,
guidance on policy, and platform regulations, and helped shape SVX’s listing criteria,
as well as the Government of Ontario, which endorsed SVX under its 2008 Poverty Reduction Strategy, provided resources as well as political leadership, and worked with
SVX on its social enterprise strategy87. A variety of other organisations such as Torys
LLP, KPMG, Royal Bank of Canada, Rockefeller Foundation88, the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation89, VERGE Capital, Tides Canada, and Genus Capital Management also
supported SVX90.
In 2013, SVX was only accessible in Ontario but has since scaled its operations to Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan and has established partnerships and
launched partnerships to build local operations in Mexico (2015) and the US (2018). In
2019, SVX undertook research and engagement efforts to understand possibilities surrounding impact investing and SVX in Colombia91.
SVX hosts issuers from a variety of sectors starting from sustainable and clean technologies, innovations surrounding education, job creation, health care, sustainable food
and agriculture and social inclusion.
SVX runs its operations using funding acquired through grants and revenue earned
through admissions fees charged to issuers, advisory services, fees charged to investors
for events hosted by SVX, and fees for the use of the SVX franchise92. SVX charges issuers
5% of each transaction below CAD 10,000 and 2% for transactions beyond that amount93.
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

SVX has a self-governing board of six (6) members representing the field of finance and
social finance which meets on a quarterly basis, and an internal and external review
committee94. It is a registered Exempt Market Dealer (a segment of Canada’s capital
markets where securities can be sold without the protections associated with a prospectus) in the provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and
Manitoba. SVX reports to the Ontario Securities Commission, which examines its financial statements and working capital to ensure compliance with the OSC requirements. SVX is required to report any business changes to the OSC on an ongoing basis95.
In order to reduce the chance of an investor being exposed to conflicts of interest, the
SVX and its dealing representatives do not undertake activities such as buying or selling securities, settling trades, holding assets, or underwiring issuers.
All social organisations applying to SVX are required to follow the laws relevant to their
legal form and Canadian province. Non-profits commonly form as corporations without shares, trusts, or unincorporated organisations or associations. Non-profits can be
required to pay income tax if they generate profits, and gifts to non-profits do not qualify for tax relief. Charities are distinguished from non-profits in Canada in that they
are not required to pay income tax and that gifts to registered charities can qualify for
tax relief. For-profit organisations are required to register under the Canada Business
Corporations Act, which requires the payment of income taxes and allows the issuing
of shares96. In 2012 British Columbia also introduced a legal framework recognising
for-profit social enterprises as “Community Contribution Companies (CIC’s)”- another
allowed form on SVX97.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

Canadian incorporated non-profit organisations, for-profit organisations, cooperatives and charitable organisations with a social and/or environmental mission as part
of their core purpose, based in Ontario, Quebec, Alberta, British Columbia and Saskatchewan, are eligible to apply to be issuers on SVX98. SVX’s Investor Manual explains
that SVX is an appropriate fit for non-profits looking for a blended approach to financing their efforts through “promissory notes, loans, loan guarantees and mortgages” and
for-profit organisations99.
SVX selects ventures, funds, and organisations that:
•

have an operating history of at least one year;

•

are at the start-up, growth or scaling stage, looking to raise CAD 1 million to
CAD 100 million through investments100;

•

possess “existing revenue, customers, and/or investment”;

•

work in the sectors of “clean technology, work and learning, health and well-
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ness, food and social inclusion”;
•

have a “business plan that demonstrates (an) understanding of long-term
finances, operations and strategy”;

•

have leadership with experience and expertise in the relevant impact area;

•

have management that “is coachable and responsive to feedback”;

•

have the potential to scale their impact to be deep (impacting a community/
group of people) or wide (impacting numerous people at a local or national
level);

•

“are sustainable with reasonable profitability”;

•

meet the “industry requirements of investment offering exemptions by securities regulators in Canada” where applicable101.

In the case of for-profit organisations, SVX lists those that have a revenue stream of
between CAD 50,000- CAD 25 million102, have a score between 80-100 on the GIIRS
(Global Impact Investing Rating System)4 or a score of 80 on the B Impact Assessment
or are a certified B Corporation103 and meet the above-mentioned eligibility criteria.
While SVX selects issuers whose activities are executed with the intention of creating
direct impact, it also works with companies that display consciousness about the ecosystem in which they exist and “aim to use responsible principles in their procurement,
production, distribution channels, environmental footprint, worker rights, and community” and intend to improve existing conditions, even if they “may not have impact
objectives as the driving force of the company”.
Applicants for the SVX have to pay between CAD 2,500- CAD 10,000 for their application to be reviewed and provide financial statements, articles of incorporation, a term
sheet, background check forms, and business references.
DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

SVX’s team is the first to vet applicants as ‘viable investment products’ by reviewing
their financial details, business model, members of their team, offering materials, and
other material they would like to share with investors. Following the completion of an
Executive Summary by an analyst to meet Know Your Product (KYP) requirements as
outlined in local securities regulations, the shortlisted applicants are assessed by the
independent issuer review committee, comprising experts and investors. This committee is modelled on the listings committee of a traditional stock exchange. Once the issuer review committee completes its review, the team carries out background checks of
the organisations’ directors and senior executives.
4 GIIRS is an agency that provides impact ratings of funds and companies for impact investors
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Those who make it to this stage have their details are reviewed by the executive review
committee for approval to complete a final compliance check by senior management.
SVX can request further information at this time before final approval on the platform.
Applicants who are accepted can decide when they want their offering to go live.
In line with local securities regulations, issuers relying on crowdfunding have to raise
funds within 90 days, and can raise a maximum of CAD1.5 million per year. Those raising capital through equity financing are required to issue shares with limited liability;
there is no upper limit on the amount of funds that can be raised via offering memorandum or private placement campaign. If an issuer’s fundraising campaign is unsuccessful in meeting its target, the funds that have been raised are returned to the investors.
Issuers can either re-launch their campaign or request an extension of their campaign
period from all of their investors104.
Being an issuer on SVX opens doors to a community of like-minded investors who have
a social and/or environmental impact investment focus. It also decreases the cost of
raising capital and provides the opportunity to offer private placements to accredited
investors105.
REPORTING

Issuers on SVX are required to sign an Issuer Agreement, which mandates certain requirements such as providing annually updated impact reports utilising the Global
Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (GIIRS), B Impact Assessment standards,
or internal impact reporting metrics (including quantitative information such as the
amount of reduction in emissions and number of jobs created, in a manner that can
be verified by the issuer themselves or an external party). SVX also recommends that
issuers use frameworks to manage their impact, such as Theory of Change frameworks
and systems such as Bridges Impact+.
Reporting requirements vary based on province and type of offering. Issuers offering
crowdfunding and memorandum exemptions have to provide investors with financial
statements on a yearly basis, complete a ‘Use of Proceeds’, report on how funds were
utilised, and share information on key events that have taken place106.
For exempt securities, issuers are required to provide a subscription agreement and
share certificate(s) to each investor. Issuers are required to inform their investors in
Ontario of any discontinuations of business, changes in the industry, or changes in the
issuer’s control.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

Due to alterations in Canada’s regulations in 2016 allowing retail investors to participate
in equity crowdfunding107, both institutional and retail investors have been allowed to
invest on SVX, while previously only accredited investors (those financially sophisticated to purchase securities without a prospectus108) were allowed to invest. Investment
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opportunities are restricted to investors who are residents of Ontario, Quebec, Alberta,
British Columbia or Saskatchewan.
To be able to invest in private offerings on the platform, individual or corporate investors have to meet any of the following requirements:
•

a net income before taxes which exceeds CAD 200,000 (or CAD 300,000
combined income with a spouse) in each of the two most recent years and a
reasonable expectation to exceed that net income in the current year

•

at least CAD 1 million in liquid financial assets (cash and securities) before
taxes. (In calculating an individual’s financial assets, any outstanding loans
incurred to acquire those assets must be deducted.)

•

at least CAD 5 million in net assets109

Restrictions on the type of investment that can be made are dependent on investor status (retail or accredited). In the case of crowdfunding investments in a calendar year:
•

Any investor can invest up to CAD 2,500 per offering and CAD 10,000 (Ontario only) in total;

•

An accredited investor can invest up to CAD 25,000 per offering and CAD
50,000 (Ontario only) in total;

•

Permitted clients do not have any limits.

In the case of Offering Memorandum (OM) investments within a 12-month period:
•

A retail investor can invest up to CAD 10,000 per offering;

•

An eligible investor can invest up to CAD 30,000 per offering;

•

An eligible investor can invest up to CAD 100,000 per offering if they receive
advice that a particular investment is suitable.

Only accredited investors who meet the suitability criteria can access private placement
investments, and do not have to follow any investment limits110. Accredited investors
are required to recertify their eligibility on an annual basis and are also required to inform SVX of any changes that impact their status as an investor.
Investors can expect the following returns as per the type of product they have invested in:
•

Fixed income products: Returns will be received as per pre-established instalments and the principal invested will be returned once the time period
elapses

•

Direct equity products: Equity shares of the company can be sold on the open
market if the company is acquired or goes public
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•

Funds: Returns will be received based on the fund’s performance and the
contract agreement

SVX is a primary offering platform that does not allow for secondary trading activities111. Investors are provided with the choice of investing in a wide variety of opportunities (issued by for-profit organisations, non-profit organisations and charities) and
are not required to pay any fees to access SVX. Investors can utilise SVX’s feature of a
‘Deal Room’ to correspond directly and privately with issuers. Investors can also make
use of the numerous opportunities and events organised (such as ‘Investor Breakfasts’
and ‘Pitch Sessions’) by SVX to interact with other investors and issuers112.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

For issuers, SVX actively generates visibility among its investor network about issuer’s
offerings, provides fund tracking services, provides updates on investments, and helps
issuers manage their cap table and list of investors113. SVX also provides capacity-building services to potential issuers through in-person events and programs such as the
‘SVX Pre-Flight Bootcamp’, a six-week program focused on accelerating social and environmental businesses114.
In 2019, SVX held a ‘Sustainable Food and Agritech Accelerator’ where entrepreneurs
were provided with guidance on navigating investment pitches and identifying sources
they could tap for capital, as well as the opportunity to receive investments115. It is also
a partner in the Women of Ontario Social Enterprise Network (WOSEN), delivering educational programs to women-led and women serving businesses116. SVX also provides
issuers with advisory services on how to structure, design and build out their offerings
to help them take their offerings to market117. It is a co-owner of a place-based impact
investing fund, and is currently scaling its fund design and management operations
with partners in other regions across the country.
Investors on SVX can avail portfolio management services through SVX’s Impact Investment Counsel, a partnership with Genus Capital Management. SVX also holds
investment readiness programs offline and online to build the capacity of impact investors, including programs such as their All-in Impact Gathering 5. Investors can also
network and engage with other investors through various events hosted by SVX. SVX
has a protocol in place to engage and resolve any complaints raised by investors or issuers118.

5 During SVX’s Pre-Day Investor Sessions in 2019, investors could attend the ‘Impact Investing 101 Track’ for first-timers or
attend the ‘Experienced Track’ for more seasoned investors
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IMPACT SO FAR

SVX has mobilised CAD 150 million for more than 100 issuers according to its official
website as of 2020. As of early November 2020, there are 14 offerings on SVX119. Its
impact investing education and training programs120 have reached over 10,000 Canadians, and its investment readiness programs have reached more than 350 ventures121.
In 2015, the greatest number of investments on SVX were made in clean technology122.
SVX has helped create products such as a CAD 5 million+ community bond for the Immigrant Access Fund (IAF) in 2017 which supports immigrants in need in Canada by
providing them with loans, co-created the VERGE Capital Fund for local organisations
and enterprises in Southwestern Ontario, and designed a Northern Impact Fund to provide support to entrepreneurs from indigenous communities123.
To aid the socio-economic recovery of individuals and enterprises after COVID-19 hit
Canada, SVX leveraged and grew its Scaling Impact Network, a collaborative of placebased intermediaries, foundations, and other stakeholders working together to support
those impacted by the pandemic and to build a more resilient community capital ecosystem124. SVX also has plans to incorporate diversity, equality and inclusion training
and practices within its ecosystem as well as investment readiness programs125.
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C. Jamaica Social Stock Exchange (JSSE)
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

The Jamaica Stock Exchange (JSE) launched the Jamaica Social Stock Exchange (JSSE) in 2019126. This initiative was developed as a Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) activity of the JSE to promote the mobilization of capital for social sector organisations127 through two new social capital markets
of the JSSE – the Jamaica Social Investment Market (JSIM) for listing projects
by non-profits, and the Jamaica Impact Investment Market (JIIM) for social enterprises;
operating on one common platform. The primary objective of the JSSE is that of facilitating sustainability in the sector and ultimately to see the development of the Fourth Sector
of the Jamaican economy through the development of sustainable social enterprises.
The JSSE has received the support of the Inter-American Bank (IDB)128 under the ‘Innovating Social Finance’ project, jointly sponsored by the JSE and the IDB, who have
provided USD 910,000.
The project seeks to address the challenges faced by social sector organisations in raising financial resources. The beneficiaries of this project will be (i) 150 social sector organisations including churches, foundations, NGOs and social enterprises, many of
which are headed by female social entrepreneurs; and (ii) 10,000 poor and vulnerable
persons benefiting from social projects in Jamaica.
A close working relationship now exists between the JSSE and the Government of Jamaica, through the Ministry of Industry, Investment & Commerce (MIIC) and the Planning Institute of Jamaica, in creating a framework for social enterprises to be listed on
the Jamaica Impact Investment Market (JIIM).
Over the last 80 years and until present day, Jamaica’s social sector funding landscape
has been largely dependent on a culture of donations and volunteerism. For social organisations, this has not created an environment conducive to sustainability and self-sufficiency. These challenges have shaped the Jamaica Social Stock Exchange (JSSE)’s mission
to “create a fair, efficient and transparent medium that enables long term sustainability
of the social sector by facilitating increased access, social and economic inclusion, and
greater equity”, with the ultimate goal of achieving a balance between Jamaica’s social
and economic development, expressed in its vision, “to assist Jamaica in developing a
robust and sustainable social sector by 2030, through the creation of a platform which
attracts widespread participation in Jamaica’s social economy”.
Thus, the Jamaica Social Stock Exchange (JSSE) aims to enable an ecosystem of support
for organisations intent on solving socio-economic, environmental and cultural challenges in Jamaica129. Additionally, the JSSE looks to further Jamaica’s attainment of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by focusing on the 3 P’s of People, Prosperity,
and Partnership130.
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The JSSE believes and proposes that “sustainable growth in the social sector is good for
business”. It is this core belief that underpins the desire to see the engagement of the
entire Jamaican economy in developing and promoting a social capital market with the
following pillars:
•

Assist Jamaica to achieve balanced economic and social development.

•

Provide the opportunity for listed companies to maximize the value of their
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

•

Provide individuals with the opportunity to increase the impact of their
contributions to the social development of Jamaica.

•

Facilitate international development institutions in adding value to the social dimension of Jamaica’s development.

The JSSE has two distinct markets •

Jamaica Social Investment Market (JSIM) - launched as the first phase of
JSSE, this market enables non-profit organisations131 to list their projects. It
has been active since 2019, and as of early-November 2020, 9 projects have
been selected and 1 has been listed. The JSIM functions as a crowdfunding
market, where each listed project can raise between $5-$25 million. In its
current form, donors do not receive any financial returns for their contributions.

•

Jamaica Impact Investment Market (JIIM) - initiation of the JIIM is part of
the second phase of JSSE’s launch and is awaiting legislative approval132. Unlike JSIM, JIIM will facilitate financial returns for donors through listings
from a pool of social impact companies, which will also be listed on the JSE’s
Junior Market.

In order to put in place a revenue model that is self-sustaining, the JSSE retains 10%
of the funds raised by each project listed on it. The initial funding is being provided by
philanthropic capital from the JSE and Inter-American Development Bank (IDB).
REGULATION

The JSSE is an independent incorporated company, registered under the Companies
Act of Jamaica. It has its own board and a Selecting and Listing Committee (SLC), consisting of multi-stakeholder representatives including academics and those with an
understanding of the social sector of Jamaica, who are responsible for selecting and
listing organisations and their projects133. Projects listed on the JSIM must submit quarterly progress reports throughout the duration they are listed134. JSSE is housed under
and is a subsidiary of the Jamaica Stock Exchange (JSE).
Non-profit organisations applying for their projects to be listed on the JSSE have to
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comply with The Charities Act, 2013 of Jamaica or the Rules for Co-operatives and Benevolent Societies governed by the Department of Co-operatives and Friendly Societies (DCFS). Both require all organisations registered as charities to either be charitable
trusts or institutions that have been established for not-for-profit purposes, functioning for the benefit of communities while ensuring that their funds or assets are not
utilised for the private purposes of any member of the board, organisation or any individual. Organisations registered under this Act are exempt from paying taxes135. International organisations seeking to list on the JSSE would have to request incorporation
with the Companies Office of Jamaica before applying to be a legally verified charity in
Jamaica, after which their projects could be considered by the JSSE136.
At present Jamaica does not have formal legislation recognizing social enterprises, but
efforts to encourage the government to provide legal status to social enterprises are underway. If successful, they will allow for social enterprises to apply to be registered on
the JSSE. This legislation proposes to embed strong measures to protect the social mission and thus ownership rights of enterprises through the following two legal forms:
•

Company Limited by Guarantee without Share Capital: Social enterprises
where up to 100% of their surplus are reinvested into the mission;

•

Company Limited by Guarantee with Share Capital: Social enterprises where
a minimum of 51% of the ownership of the enterprise is retained while 49%
can be put up for equity investment.

LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

The JSSE has a specific committee – the Selecting and Listing Committee (SLC) – dedicated to overseeing the listing and selection of organisations and their projects. Non-profit
organisations are eligible to apply to the JSIM (Jamaica Social Investment Market), while
social impact companies can apply to be listed on the JIIM (Jamaica Impact Investment
Market) once it is operational. All applicants have to be locally registered with the Companies Office of Jamaica. All applicants must have a social or environmental mission,
and impact companies applying to be listed on the JIIM must have a financially viable,
sustainable business model. The organisation must provide bank statements, tax identification number, identification proof and be audited by a third party137. It must submit
a summary, incorporating the expected social impact, sustainability, amount of funding
requested as well as the details of the project leads and who will be monitoring progress138.
Projects are evaluated on the basis of the problem they are attempting to solve, the offered solutions, project staff, the required resources, potential impact of strategy and
track record of success, the alignment of goals with those of their donors and investors
and value propositions for beneficiaries and donors/investors. The selection process
has five stages, including a site visit. Projects that are declared eligible will have to raise
10% of the required funds themselves139.
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DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

The JSSE engages both institutional and retail investors, including individuals who wish
to invest in social and environmental causes while supporting local entities in Jamaica.
To donate or invest, investors must fill out an online form140 on the official website141 and
use a local bank for direct bank transfer or any major credit card or a PayPal account.
International donors and investors are eligible as well. The JSE is also attempting to engage the Jamaican diaspora with the JSSE142.
Donors can choose to make donations specifically to certain projects or can make general donations, which will be assigned to projects by the JSSE. During the first phase,
donors only receive social returns on investments; in the second phase, investors can
expect to receive financial returns in the form of dividends or an appreciation of share
values from their investments143.
Donors are incentivized by the transparent environment created by the auditing and
reporting requirements that listees have to follow. Companies are incentivised as the
JSSE provides the opportunity to showcase their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
initiatives. The proposed legislative framework to formalise social enterprises is also
attempting to include mechanisms to provide tax benefits to individuals and institutions donating or investing in social enterprises.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

While the JSSE monitors the manner in which projects utilise their allotted funds, they
also provide them with capacity-building services to increase their long-term ability to
attract funding. JSSE helps organisations improve their governance and management
structures so that they are able to augment organisational capability and accountability, achieve project goals, and strengthen their communication144. The JSSE is also examining the ability of organisations to market their projects in a manner that will attract
interest from donors.
The Inter-American Development Bank’s (IDB) agreement with the JSSE aims to increase the number of organisations that are able to list and thus benefit from these helpful services145. The IDB aims to determine capacity gaps by conducting training needs
assessments of social sector organisations. Once the needs are understood, training
programs will be developed which can be accessed through the JSE E-Campus platform.
Technical assistance in matters such as drawing up financial statements, making use
of impact measurements, guidance on attracting donors and meeting JSSE’s reporting
requirements will also be provided.
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IMPACT SO FAR

Projects listed on the JSSE have fallen within the ambit of health, environment and social development, including providing employment to people with disabilities (initiated by Deaf Can!), preventing suicide and providing counselling (initiated by Choose
Life International), vocational instruction in music as well as community-oriented music programs (initiated by the Alpha School of Music)146, as well as community-transformation through the monetization of musical heritage (JaMIN/AIR). Four projects
have been successful in raising all the funds they required (JAD$ 25,500,000 or USD
175,887)147. As of December 2020, nine projects featured on JSSE have raised a total of
JAD$ 34,809,761 or USD 240,103148. The social stock exchange has also been instrumental in raising money for COVID-19 relief funds aimed at repairing ventilators and providing support to Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)149.
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D. Portugal – Bolsa de Valores Sociais (BVS)
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

Bolsa de Valores Sociais (BVS), also referred to as the Portuguese Social Stock
Exchange or the VHL150, launched in 2009151 as a platform that “liberates the
country from poverty and exclusion, rather than just remedying it”152. BVS was
modelled after Brazil’s SSE (BVSA), launched in 2003153, and was co-founded
by Atitude, the same CSR marketing firm that developed BVSA. The founder of
Atitude, Celso Grecco, collaborated with a local team of specialists in areas such as poverty
alleviation, environmental causes and sustainability in Portugal to set up BVS154.
Other founders of BVS include the Gulbenkian Foundation, EDP Foundation and Euronext Lisbon155, who bore the costs of operation, along with Caixa Geral de Depósito,
a Portuguese state bank156. Atitude157 and EDP Foundation’s Social Innovation undertaking, the VHL Association for the Sustainable Financing of Social Impact158, shared
establishment and management roles.
BVS aimed to facilitate matching carefully selected civil society organisations, with relevant work and proven results in the field of Education and Entrepreneurship, with
social investors willing to support these organisations and their mission financially159.
Its mission included encouraging a culture of investments generating “social profits”, as
compared to philanthropy or charity160, as well as promoting private sector investment
and involvement161.
BVS’s official website162 is no longer accessible. Commentators have noted that BVS did
not succeed in taking off163.
REGULATION

Portugal requires non-profit organisations to be registered as Private Institutions of
Social Solidarity (IPSS)6.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

Portuguese non-profit organisations such as Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)
and Non-Governmental Associations and Cooperatives were eligible to apply to BVS164.
Projects needed to meet the following requirements:
1. Act on the root cause of an issue and not on its consequences, and have already begun taking action on a societal problem in Portugal;
2. Be administered by the applicant non-profit; and,
3. Be administered by an organisation strongly committed to maintaining
transparent reporting and governance165.
6 IPSS institutions are ‘created by private initiative, with the purpose of giving organised expression to the moral duty of
solidarity and justice between individuals and they are not administered by the State or a local government body to proceed
among others, their goals, through the provision of goods and services’.
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DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

Technical specialists from BVS screened project applications through a SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis166 based on the project
details shared as well as site visits167. The projects were evaluated for innovation, scaling potential, replicability, financial feasibility168, sustainability, implementation and
impact capacity169 by the final approval committee, comprising representatives of the
founders, before they were listed on BVS170 for two years171.
Organisations were required to maintain transparency by providing project financial
and technical reports and to report their progress on BVS’s website on a regular basis.
If organisations were not compliant or unable to provide the required documentation,
projects and funding were suspended172.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

Both retail and institutional donors were permitted to make investments on BVS by
buying ‘social shares’ of the projects of their choice. Investors were required to purchase 10 shares minimum, with each share costing one euro. BVS did not charge a commission on investments, distributing funds in their entirety to listed projects173. Donors
could keep tabs on the projects they supported by tracking the project accounts and
finances on BVS’s website174.
Despite only receiving social returns for their contributions to projects, donors were
nevertheless incentivized to engage with BVS as it allowed them to channel funds earmarked for corporate philanthropy purposes, with the assurance that BVS projects
were thoroughly vetted and chosen through a highly selective process175. BVS significantly lessened donor costs around due diligence and project identification, while also
allowing corporate donors to use their association with BVS in marketing campaigns176
and enjoy certain tax benefits177.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

BVS offered capacity-building services such as guidance in drafting investment and
business plans, administrative organisation and strengthening financial reporting and
accountability systems178.
IMPACT OF THE SSE

There were 26 projects listed on BVS in 2015179. BVS focused on poverty alleviation,
health care, the inclusion of vulnerable people, education and social entrepreneurship, citizenship and strengthening institutions180. Studies assessing cause areas, target
groups and the scope of projects on BVS were published in English in 2012181, 2013182 and
2016183 (analysing 31, 30 and 24 projects respectively). According to the 2013 study, BVS
involved more non-profits based in the capital city (63.3%) versus those in the coun-
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tryside (36%)7. BVS seems to have increased Portugal’s social sector’s outreach to communities and individuals otherwise out of the scope of government or private sector
efforts. In 2016, 25% of projects listed on BVS were targeting areas that had previously
not been engaged with by the state or corporate entities184.
By 2013, BVS had raised 2 million euros for its projects. Despite some success in expanding the social sector’s reach in Portugal, BVS was unable to raise the funds needed
to achieve its targets – a failure that has largely been attributed to Portugal’s ongoing
economic crisis185.

7 Projects of organisations based in Lisbon or Porto were found to be 1.22 times more likely to be listed on BVS than projects from
organisations located elsewhere. According to the 2013 study, 33% of BVS projects targeted Portugal’s general population, while
27% of projects were aimed at those with disabilities, followed by projects targeting children (13.3%), women (10%), youth (6.7%),
the elderly (6.7%), and minority groups (3%). In 2016 the project demographic targets were oriented 37.5% towards vulnerable
members of society, 29.2% on handicapped populations, and 20.8% on the elderly, while the remaining projects were targeted at
children, youth, the financially needy, entrepreneurs and those impacted by AIDS. Cause areas targeted by the projects based on
the 2013 study were focused on social and economic development (36.7%), education for citizenship purposes (26.7%), education
on sustainability (13.3%), education for those with special needs (10%) and social entrepreneurship (13.3%).
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E. Singapore's Impact Exchange (IX)
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

In June 2013, Singapore’s Impact Exchange (IX) was launched as a public
stock exchange for social organisations to raise capital186.
IX was a joint initiative between the Impact Investment Exchange (IIX) and
the Stock Exchange of Mauritius (SEM). Dureen Shahnaz, founder of the
IIX, was motivated to create IX to explore “the notion of creating a stock exchange for
social enterprises that would eliminate many of the barriers to market opportunity that
currently exist and help them scale to their full potential”. IIX partnered with the Mauritius Government to institute IX to incorporate both Asian and African entities in two
markets where an influx of capital from the private sector was needed to fill funding
gaps. Rockefeller Foundation extended its support with a grant of $495,000187.
IIX’s vision was to “create a robust ecosystem to effectively mobilize supply of missionoriented capital, develop demand to absorb and deploy the capital and bridge the gap
between the two”188. To realise this vision, IIX set up four mechanisms that helped social
organisations evolve from idea stage to pre-IPO and maturity stage:
•

Impact Accelerator: Cohort-based mentorship and educational programs provided to entities at the ideation or early stages to access seed or early capital

•

Impact Partners: Equity crowd-funding platform where groomed entities
can raise funds from accredited investors

•

IIX Growth Fund: Fund that will direct investments towards entities in their expansion or pre-IPO stage to support them with growth capital or bridge capital

•

Impact Exchange (IX): Social stock exchange which helps eligible social organisations utilize the platform to raise equity and debt capital189

REGULATION

IX is operated by the Stock Exchange of Mauritius (SEM) and regulated by Mauritius’s
Financial Service Commission. The organisations that list on the IX platform are subject to regulations applicable to conventional securities in Mauritius190. IX has exclusive
regulatory control over the securities issued through the IX platform, which cannot be
traded through another exchange platform.
In order to meet its objective of creating an integral market space, the SEM applied
the CDS Clearing Rules and Settlement Rules and the Trading Rules & ATS Schedule of
Procedures to the operations of the IX and introduced the Impact Exchange Rules (IX
Rules). Issuers are required to comply with SEM’s Operating Rules, the securities laws
and reporting directives of Mauritius and SEM191. Issuers must also comply with the
listing rules, disclosure requirements, and the requirements of the Securities Act 2005
and/or any regulations or FSC rules made under the Act192.
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While IX’s Rules do not state any consequences of breaching the rules, SEM’s conventional securities can serve an organisation that breaches its rules with a letter requesting it
to explain and rectify the situation. SEM also has the authority to publish any censure or
suspend/remove the organisation’s listing. Additionally, SEM can refer the organisation
to the Financial Services Commission in Mauritius for further disciplinary action193.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

The types of organisations that can explore IX’s platform include social enterprises, social investment funds, microfinance institutions, development finance institutions, social arms of ‘inclusive businesses’ and Non-Governmental organisations194. For-profit
social organisations can list equity, preference shares or bonds; not-for-profit entities
are allowed to list only bonds; and social investment funds can list either fund shares or
units on the exchange195.
To ensure that the social /environmental mission of the issuers is safeguarded as well as
showcased, IX has specific listing criteria. The listing criteria can broadly be classified
into three categories:
Impact requirements 196

•

The primacy of social or environmental mission and impact intent

•

Well-defined theory of change

•

Presence of impact monitoring and impact performance measurement systems

•

Agreement to annually report Impact

•

Submission of independent impact certification

Financial requirements 197

•

Minimum market capitalization of USD 700,000 (or foreign currency equivalent)

•

Published financial statements meeting internationally accepted standards
for at least one year prior to listing

•

Sustainable business model and demonstration of a market-based approach
to achieve goals

Shareholder requirements 198

•

Minimum of 100 shareholders and 10% in public hands for a class of equity
securities

•

Minimum of 25 debt holders for a class of debt

Exemption from any of the above requirements is at the discretion of SEM, including
the waiver for the minimum requirement of shareholders. Prospective issuers must
also be sound in their strategy, operations, management and finance. Before approach-
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ing IX, applicants must also decide the medium through which they want to introduce
their securities – an introduction, an offer for sale, an offer for subscription or a placing199. The time duration of the listing process is dependent on a number of factors such
as the readiness of the issuer, type of listing and type of instrument200.
DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

IIX pre-screens the impact eligibility of applicant social organisations and recommends shortlisted potential issuers to SEM for further action. Potential issuers must
appoint an Authorized Impact Representative (“AIR”), an individual accredited by IX, to
support them ensuring compliance with the listing requirements201. The due diligence
process includes the following:

•

Determining the listing readiness of issuers and the type of listing and
instruments by the Impact Exchange Board

•

Consultations with the AIR and preparations for listing

•

Application review and approval for listing by the Listing Executive Committee

•

Filing prospectus by the issuer, marketing and begin raising capital

•

The final approval for admission to IX is subject to a successful capital
raise, after which they can appoint a transfer agent and initiate trading202.

The IX Rules not only set the requirements for issuers to list on the exchange but also
state the continuous and periodic reporting requirements. Issuers of securities are
mandated to provide periodic financial and social reports. Although financial reporting
is standardized using the International Finance Reporting Standards (IFRS), social reporting is not standardized. Rather, the IX has introduced a common step for reporting
impact in the form of the independent review and verification of impact reports by IX’s
AIRs, at the end of every financial year203. IIX monitors the adherence of post-listing
social impact obligations and the periodic reporting of impact by issuers204.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

IX engages retail and accredited investors from around the world. Investors can expect
social and/or environmental returns on investment, while any financial returns they
receive is dependent on factors such as the financial performance of the organisation
and the availability of a buyer if the investor decides to sell their investment205. There
are no rules to regulate investor conduct on IX.
Investors are incentivized to engage with IX on account of the increased levels of transparency provided through IX’s impact reporting regime, the availability of liquidity
allowing them to trade and exit investments if required and Mauritius’s highly attractive tax regime, under which investors can benefit from Mauritius’s no dividend-tax, no
capital gains tax, tax-free repatriation of profits, capital and interest as well as benefit
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from the Double Taxation Avoidance Treaties and Investment Promotion and Protection Agreements Mauritius holds with other countries.
Investors can also avail the benefits of SEM being a multi-currency platform, affording
them protection from currency fluctuation leaks and conversion costs, as well as SEM’s
provision of information from global vendors such as Thompson Reuters, Bloomberg
and others to enable them to follow the market in real-time206.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

IX helps issuers market their mission, thus providing them increased visibility and
support services that can help build their organisation’s capacity and get them to a preIPO listing stage. Further, IX boasts of a competitive but affordable fee structure for issuers. IX helps investors connect with organisations whose impact priorities align with
their own207.
•

Mission protection: Issuers and investors/donors are equally assured that
long term alignment and upholding of social mission can be achieved as the
monitoring of each issuer’s impact is built into the listing criteria and rules

•

Marketing the mission: Listing on the IX can help publicly demonstrate the
organisation’s commitment to creating impact and therefore is an effective
tool to market the mission of the organisation

•

Access to a larger pool of investors: IX can increase the issuer organisation’s
exposure to investors, both retail and institutional, through its platform

•

A global network of impact investors: IX allows foreign investors to invest
through the platform as well, thereby exposing issuer social organisations to
foreign investments

•

Priority Alignment: IX helps connect investors with funding opportunities
for social organisations whose mission or impact priorities align with those
of the investors

Supportive services and listing fee structures: Through IIX’s other platforms, social organisations can access support services that can help build their organisation and capacity and get them to a pre-IPO listing stage. Further, IX boasts of a competitive but
affordable fee structure for issuers208.
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F. South Africa’s Social Investment Exchange
(SASIX)
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

The South African Social Investment Exchange (SASIX) was launched in
2006209. Funding was largely concentrated among well-networked organisations, while organisations that existed outside these networks were less
successful in attracting funding210. SASIX was created to further the dissemination of philanthropic funds while providing businesses with a reliable
and transparent system to support social and economic causes211.
SASIX was developed by GreaterGood South Africa Trust and founded by Tamzin Ractliffe, founder of GreaterGood and CEO of SASIX. It was supported by Fidentia Group212,
Rockefeller Foundation213, Noah Financial Innovation - Broking for Good Foundation214
and organisations such as the Schwab Foundation, Ashoka, World Bank, Aspen Network of Development Entrepreneurs, ILO - SETYSA, and African Social Entrepreneurs
Network215. Rockefeller Foundation provided a grant of $72,540 for the planning and
designing of SASIX216, while Fidentia Group covered the cost of operations and provided managerial, financial and administrative support217. Universities in South Africa
provided mentoring and training218.
SASIX’s objective was to “promote a new approach to public and corporate participation
in social development,” and to “build a culture of accountability for social performance
among beneficiary organisations”219. SASIX aimed to increase the legitimacy of organisations and projects working towards social causes through rigorous due diligence and
impact assessment mechanisms9. It also aspired to increase the profile of smaller, lesser-known non-profit organisations220.
SASIX Financial was set up in 2007, through a partnership with Cadiz Asset Management. While SASIX’s focus was to provide a platform for non-profit organisations221 to
benefit from philanthropic giving, SASIX Financial was created to provide social investors with financial returns on their social investments in community-linked businesses. SASIX ceased functioning in 2017222.
REGULATION

SASIX was housed under the Johannesburg Stock Exchange223. SASIX Financial partnered with Cadiz African Harvest Asset Management (CAHAM), an approved and regulated provider of financial services224. Projects were listed on SASIX for a period of one
year and were replaced thereafter with a different project.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

Non-profit organisations225 and social businesses were eligible to apply to SASIX.
To be accredited by SASIX, social businesses were required to have:
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•

A primary social purpose

•

A financially sustainable business model

•

Accountability and transparency

•

Specific, development interventions addressing an identified need within a
community (preferably targeting at least one of the 22 identified Presidential Poverty Nodes)

•

Clear and measurable deliverables

•

A past track record of similar projects

•

A budget that focused primarily on the intervention reaching beneficiaries

•

Project control by registered non-profit organisations8

•

Conformity with SASIX’s good practice guidelines for each sector226

DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

Organisations desiring accreditation by SASIX underwent an interview and admission
process that was a minimum of 12 weeks long to enhance project performance potential. Project proposals were peer-reviewed, analysed and rated for risks involved, the
methodology utilised to address the cause, experience and qualifications of project
leadership, extent of administrative control over the project, finances and reporting,
sustainability, and extraneous factors that could impact the organisations’ project execution. The organisation was required to estimate the expected outcomes of the project;
a final decision was taken by SASIX following a site visit to the project area227. GreaterGood South Africa provided due diligence228 and impact monitoring services for all
projects listed on SASIX.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

SASIX engaged both retail and institutional investors229, while SASIX Financial only engaged institutional investors230. SASIX describes the engagement process in five phases:
1. The ‘Awareness and Understanding’ phase, where investors were introduced
to the initiatives they could support;
2. The ‘Connecting’ phase, where investors could explore the various options
by which they could support causes on SASIX, such as through donations,
8 An organisation is recognised as a non-profit organisation under South Africa’s Non-Profit Organisations Act (NPO Act) if: ‘It
is a trust, company or other association of persons established for a “public purpose”; it does not distribute income or property
to members or officers except for “reasonable compensation for services rendered”; it is not “an organ of state”; and it includes
certain internal governance provisions in its founding document’. Non-profit companies incorporated under the Companies
Act of 2008 can further be recognised as a public benefit organisation (PBO) if their principal objective is to pursue any of the
public benefit activities specified under the Ninth Schedule of the Income Tax Act. Organisations that meet the criteria of PBOs
can avail partial exemption from taxes and certain specified activities can avail donor deductibility for contributions made to
them. PBOs are also eligible for other benefits linked to donations tax, estate duty, transfer duty and the skills development levy.
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resources, providing support through the skills they possess or even through
loyalty points;
3. The ‘First Give & Bond’ phase, where investors could make decisions about
how they wanted to allocate their donations by setting up their ‘giving profiles’. The cost of listed projects was evaluated by SASIX and divided into
shares costing R 50 each, which could be purchased by investors selecting
based on thematic area and province;
4. The ‘Mature Giving’ phase, where investors could become ‘citizen grantmakers’ by establishing a consistent track record of financially supporting
enterprises;
5. The ‘Stewardship’ phase, where investors received impact reports created by
social enterprises detailing the impact of project funding231.
Institutional investors such as pension funds and financial advisors could expect financial returns on their social investments on SASIX Financial232. If investors wished to
disengage with SASIX, any remaining funds were given to cause areas of their choice;
they would have already received tax benefits for their investments233.
Investors were charged an 8.5% fee for impact monitoring, project assessment and
administrative services provided234. They were incentivised to participate by tax benefits235 on their SASIX investments, low barriers to entry to becoming an investor and
transparent and trackable reporting of project progress236. Additionally, institutional
investors were incentivised to engage with SASIX as it provided them with the opportunity to effectively channel their corporate social investment (CSI) funds237.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE SSE

Investors were provided with social investment broking and portfolio management
services that replicated the atmosphere of a stock market238. They were also provided
with social investment education services to aid them in choosing projects.
IMPACT OF THE SSE

Projects listed on SASIX focused on six areas: education, healthcare, protection of animals and the environment, support for vulnerable people, development of enterprises, food availability and agriculture239. By 2009, SASIX had raised R 34.6 million (USD
2.7mn) for 73 projects240. Projects listed on the exchange reached the lives of 159,680
people, with many beneficiaries coming from poor backgrounds and rural areas with
limited access to resources241.
In Galina et al. 2013 study assessing 59 projects on SASIX, it was found that 57.6% of
projects were located in the countryside, while 42.4% of projects were concentrated
within South Africa’s capital city242. 89.8% of projects had a regional reach while 10.2%
were national. They targeted beneficiaries as follows: children (37%), the traditional
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population (27%), persons with disabilities (24%) and those tackling HIV (18.6%). The
majority of projects on SASIX were concerned with social entrepreneurship (52.5%),
followed by education for citizenship (23.7%), socio-economic development (11.9%), education for sustainability (10.2%) and special education (1.7%)243.
SASIX was one of three international finalists to be nominated for the Global Development Network’s Most Innovative Development Award. SASIX can also be credited
for the introduction of CSR efforts in South Africa244, and is considered to have made a
transformative impact on capital raising and investment in the development sector245.
SASIX Financial focused on healthcare, social welfare, transport facilities, education,
community engagement facilities, housing facilities, water and sanitation services and
environmental safeguarding246. It was reported to have USD 250 million worth of pension assets at its disposal247. However, SASIX Financial had an exclusive relationship
with Cadiz and thus only reached Cadiz pension funds and institutional investors. The
range of financial products available for impact investments through the joint venture
was limited primarily to debt.
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G. United Kingdom's Social Stock Exchange (SSX)
HISTORY AND STRUCTURE

The UK Social Stock Exchange (SSX) was launched in 2013, in the presence
of the then Prime Minister, David Cameron during a G8 conference on
Social Impact Investment248. SSX was founded by Pradeep Jethi and Mark
Campanale; its objective was to “create an efficient, universally accessible
buyers’ and sellers’ marketplace where impact investors and social impact
businesses of all sizes c[ould] achieve greater impact either through capital allocation
or capital raising”249.
SSX was further motivated by the market’s demand for impact investment services250.
The UK government’s focus on finance for social purposes and efforts towards creating
a social finance market, through initiatives such as Big Society Capital and the legal
framework for ‘Community Interest Companies’ (CIC), provided an encouraging environment for initiatives such as SSX to develop251.
SSX was supported by the London Stock Exchange Group, City of London Corporation,
Rockefeller Foundation, Big Society Capital, Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust and
Panahpur252.
SSX’s official website253 is not accessible; it was last reported that 50 businesses were
listed on SSX in 2017254. In 2018, SSX’s operations and employees shifted to a newly
launched organisation called the Impact Investment Network (IIN)255, which further
evolved into the Impact Group.
REGULATION

SSX was a certified B-corporation256 and a standalone private company, answerable to its
own Board and with changes to SSX’s objects and social aims only permissible with 75%
shareholder approval. An Independent Admissions Panel conducted the selection process.
LISTING CRITERIA AND PROCESS

Businesses eligible to become members of SSX had to meet the following conditions:
1. Be a for-profit company
The applicant companies had to declare their adherence to the UK’s Corporate Governance Guidelines257. SSX was focused on applicants who possessed a market capitalization of less than £10 million258.
2. Have social or environmental impact at the company’s core
A minimum of two-thirds of the income generated by the businesses
should have generally been derived from its social and/or environmental
activities259.
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3. Meet one of the following requirements:
a. Have securities that could be publicly traded on a Recognised Investment
Exchange;
b. Wish to issue equity or debt securities on a Recognised Investment Exchange; or
c. Wish to raise growth capital with a view to entering the publicly-listed
markets at a later stage’260.
Businesses located globally were eligible to apply for membership261. SSX was a repository and did not facilitate transactions. Listed social businesses with tradable shares
could trade their securities on London’s Alternative Investments Market (AIM), the
London Stock Exchange (LSE) main market262 or whichever Company Stock Exchange
(CSE) or Recognised Investment Exchanges (RIE) businesses were registered263.
DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS

SSX’s Admissions Panel reviewed applications and then either passed them onto the
next stage of the application process or provided applicants with feedback, with which
they could reapply. During the next stage, businesses were required to prepare an Impact Report with the support of third-party experts in the field of impact reporting and
analysis such as PWC, Deloitte, CAN Impact, Investing for Good, the SROI Network and
other similar organisations. The Impact Report had to address the following metrics:
•

The social or environmental purpose of the company and the impact it would
deliver

•

The beneficiaries of the company’s social impact

•

How the company’s products, services and operations would deliver that social impact

•

How the company would involve and consult with stakeholders

•

What evidence a company had of its social impact and how that was collected, measured and reported264

Businesses were also required to report on 37 secondary impact metrics, including gender equality. The mandate of the expert organisations was to ensure thorough reporting under the focus areas, verifying evidence provided and making recommendations
based on an assessment of the businesses’ vitals265.
The Impact Report was assessed by the Admissions Panel, an independent body with an
independent Chair composed of 11 experts from the fields of finance and impact investment266 to determine whether the impact created by a business was a result of its own
interventions (products, services or processes). On being accepted as a member, busi-
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nesses were required to make the annual membership fee payment of £10,000, unless
it was waived267. Businesses that showed inconsistencies in achieving their stated goals
or displayed undertakings outside the scope of their claimed impact missions were
eliminated from the admissions process. An estimated 50% of businesses applying for
membership were accepted by SSX268.
To maintain their membership on SSX, businesses were required to provide an annual
impact report. Their performance was reviewed by the Independent Admissions Panel,
which decided whether their membership should be continued. There were no reporting requirements for investors on SSX, but investors trading securities for dual-listed
businesses were required to follow the reporting requirements specified by the relevant
Recognised Investment Exchange269.
DONOR/INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT

SSX was open to global270 retail and institutional investors271, family offices, trusts and
foundations. SSX was not a trading platform9 and hence did not provide trading services directly272. SSX had networks of 65 or so intermediaries; execution-only, advisory
and discretionary brokers or wealth managers to assist investors273. Investors were incentivized to engage with SSX as it acted as a directory of verified businesses working
towards social and environmental missions, subject to rigorous impact evaluation processes.
External economic and political influences, such as the 2014 Scottish referendum, the
Feed-in Tariff regime in 2015 and the European Referendum, interfered with SSX’s attempts to use intermediary networks to float retail offers274.
SERVICES PROVIDED BY SSX

SSX provided capacity-building services to potential members by discussing their approach to impact creation and preparing them to undertake the impact assessment to
become members. Members were provided with input and expert advice from SSX’s
Social Company Advisors (SCAs). In 2016, SSX had 15 SCAs from corporate finance, law,
accountancy, auditing and brokering, who provided businesses with guidance on how
to improve their profile and navigate options for capital mobilization. Through frequent Impact Investor events, SSX offered networking opportunities to members who
could utilise the platform to learn from other businesses as well as encourage potential
investors to invest in them. In the year 2015, SSX held 30 events promoting the member businesses and reached 2,500 investors who showed interest in supporting member
businesses. A major incentive for listees was that they could use the accreditation provided by SSX’s Admissions Panel to bolster their capital-raising potential externally.
SSX also strived to raise seed capital through investors for members and provided them
with the opportunity to issue an IPO with partner exchanges once the businesses had
matured275.
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IMPACT OF SSX

SSX measured its social impact by the total number of social businesses it featured, the
amount of capital these businesses were able to raise and finally, the total number of
securities listed276.
SSX projects focused on housing and local facilities, income and financial inclusion,
physical health, mental health and wellbeing, environmental conservation, citizenship
and community, arts, heritage, sport and faith and international development. Members of SSX raised £400 million in the year 2015. While SSX envisioned accepting businesses which were publicly listed at a larger scale than unlisted businesses, an estimated 50% of its members were private businesses in 2016.
The SSX Impact Report 2016 shows not only the number of people impacted by social businesses but also a high-level view of the social and environmental outcomes
achieved, such as the specific number of jobs created, the number of tonnes of CO2
they were able to avoid generating and the number of people provided with access to
health facilities.
SSX displayed its potential by effectively enabling businesses to scale their impact in
numerous cause areas. It was awarded ‘Best Trading Innovation’ by ADVFN, a financial
services company, and The Guardian’s Sustainable Business Award in the ‘Finance for
Good’ category in 2016277. To increase their reach with local businesses SSX had begun
piloting local exchanges in Wirral, Liverpool, Edinburgh and Scotland278.
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APPENDIX I
LIST OF INTERVIEWS
SSE

NAME & DESIGNATION

Singapore’s Impact Exchange

Natasha Garcha (Director, Innovative Finance at Impact Investment
Exchange, [IIX])

Jamaica Social Stock Exchange
(JSSE)

Professor Neville Ying (Chairman)
Marlene Street Forest (Managing Director
Charmaine Brimm (Technical Specialist at Planning Institute of
Jamaica)
Nora Blake (Project Coordinator)
Andre Gooden (Group Business Development Manager)
Patrice Smith-Lindo (Project Manager)

UK’s Social Stock Exchange
(SSX)

Mark Campanale (Co-founder)

Canada’s Social Venture
Connexion (SVX)

Adam Spence (Founder, CEO, Board member)

India’s SSE

Santosh Jayaram (Member of SEBI’s Technical Committee)

John Elkington (Chair of the Independent Admissions Panel)

Ameeta Vijay (Chief Compliance Officer, Chief Financial Officer)

Priyaka Dhingra (Part of Mr. Amit Chandra’s team, a member of SEBI’s
Working Group)
Raahil Rai (Part of Ms. Roopa Kudva’s team, a member of SEBI’s
Working Group)
Ingrid Srinath (Member of SEBI’s Technical Committee)
Noshir Dadrawala (Programme Director, Legal & CSR Compliance at
Centre for Advancement of Philanthropy and India’s leading consultant
on Legal Compliance for non-profits and CSR)
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